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The Murray State baseball team
kicks off its season with a threegame series against South Dakota
State at Reagan Field, 18.

See what students want to
see more of on thenews.oro
in our viewer feedback
video. Don't forget to leave
some feedback of your own.

These days it seems as if everyone is gettin9 Inked. Students
discuss the meaninQs behind
their tattoos and their advice to
other students conslderinQ Qetting the permanent skin art. 58.

get the multimedia experience at thenews.org
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Cigarette and alcohol taxes were
long regarded as "sin taxes." But the
legislation signed by Gov. Steve
Beshear Feb. 13, raising the cigarette
tax by 30 cents a pack and placing a 6
percent sales tax on alcohol, may
have students across Kentucky referring to them as "savior taxes" instead.
The tax increase will take effect
April 1 and is expected to generate
about $48.9 million in its first three
months, somewhat softening the blow
of the projected $456 million state
budget shortfall.
University President Randy Dunn
said about a month ago Kentucky universities were looking at a 6.7 percent
state appropriation cut, but the tobacco and alcohol tax increase was
passed by Beshear, who asked university presidents to instead prepare
a budget with a 2 percent cut.
University President Randy Dunn
said the 6.7 percent cut would have
proved devastating, equaling about
$3.3 million. He said the 2 percent cut
will cost about $1 million.
"With the revenue agreement, the
tobacco and alcohol tax increase and
the budget deal that the governor
signed Friday, we've dodged a big
bullet," Dunn said.
The 2 percent cut will affect the
current fiScal year budget, but Dunn
said he also expects a similar cut for
the 2009-2010 fiscal year.
Although the lessened state appropriation reduction is a relief, Dunn
said University officials must still
make cuts. Dunn said there is already
$1 million in fixed costs such as
employee health insurance and utility
increases. Add that to the $1 million
lost in state funding and Murray State
is already $2 million in the hole for
the next fiscal year if the 2 percent
cut carries over.
Dunn said a tuition increase can
offset costs but cannot completely
balance next year's budget.
"The tuition discussion is very
important looking into the weeks and
months ahead, and the additional rev-

enue we can raise," Dunn said.
Dunn said the tuition cap being discussed among legislators could have
an effect on the University's revenue.
"It has the potential to limit our
ability to access tuition revenue to
offset this $2 million dollars we're
staring in the hole," Dunn said.
Dunn said he is currently working
on next year's budget, and he said he
hopes to have it ready for adoption at
the May 29 Board of Regents meeting
after legislators finalize decisions.
"It's one of those situations where
you take a hit, but because it wasn't as
bad as what you thought you're kind
of happy for it," Dunn said. "It's a
very strange situation."
Tom Denton, vice president of
Finance and Administrative Services,
said a tuition cap will determine how

deeply the University has to cut its
budget.
"I'm fairly certain that because of
what that cap is, we will be reducing
our budget because it won't be
enough to offset the amount of appropriation loss. as well as are increase
of fixed costs," Denton said.
Once the tuition cap is set, Denton
said the University will seek approval
from the Regents before moving forward with next year's budget.
Said Denton: "We're still in that
trend of student tuition continuing to
bear the load on the cost of higher
education, so the state support is continuing to decrease and the student
share is continuing to increase, so I
don't see that as a good thing."
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleyb.edward.s@murraystate.edu.
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local residents and offlclals are still wortlno clean up
debris followln9 the recent Ice storm.

$48.9 M
The increased ciQarette
and alcohol tax Is estimated
to Qenerate about $48.9
million in revenue between
Aprill and June 30.

$1M
Gov. Steve Beshear signed
a legislation Feb. 13 callinQ
for a 2 percent cut In state
appropriated fundlnQ,
equallinQ about S1 million.

1

MlaWalten
News Editor
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$3.3 M

Photo illustration by Misty Hays/The New>

Before the passing of the
cigarette and alcohol tax
increase, Murray State was
lookinQ at a $3.3 million
recisslon.

Students encourage legislation for Back the Book
Ashley Edwards
Editor·in-Chief
With another tuition
increase in store for higher
education students in Kentucky, officials and students are teaming up to
Back the Book, a proposal
to help lower textbook
costs.
Tuesday through Thursday, the Student Government Association held a
Back the Book Bill campaign in the Curris Center.
Students are still encouraged to call or e-mail their
legislators in support of
the three-part bill
If passed professors are
required to publicly post
textbooks ISBN numbers
prior to the class' start
date, allowing students
ample time to shop around
for the best price.
The bill would also
require publishers to offer
packaged or bundled textbook items as separate
items.
The third part of the bill
requires public posting of
textbook revisions so faculty can see if the changes
between editions warrant
ordering the newest copy.
SGA President Kara
Mantooth, senior from
Owensboro, Ky., partici-

pated in a student task
force that made suggestions used by Rep. Carl
Rollins, D-Ky.. to write
House Bill 226.
Mantooth said she thinks
the bill is the best way to
lower tuition during hard
economic times.
"We're just trying to
flood Frankfort (Ky.) and
let them know how impor·
tant this is and how much
it will help students," Mantooth said. "Another thing
we're really going to stress
to legislators is this is a
way to cut costs without
government money."
Mantooth said tuition is
traditionally the focus of
rising higher education
costs, but she said cutting
textbook costs can also
have a significant impact
on student spending.
"This is a chance for stu~
dents to actively impact
the costs that they have for
going to Murray State,"
Mantooth said.
President
University
Randy Dunn said he is
pleased to see students
take action.
"I'm glad to see students
initiative through this bill
that's trying to address
affordability concerns,"
Dunn said.
If the bill doesn't pass

Officials gather ,
to discuss storm
management,
reimbursement
The winter storm that raged through Kentucky in
January left 769,000 people without electricity and
continues to raise issues, according to a press
release from the Kentucky Office of Public Affairs.
These issues range from continued carboq_
monoxide poisoning to vegetative debris and house
fires as electricity comes back on. These issues
were aggravated by the high winds following the
winter storm.
"We have had reports of people being injured and
even killed from things like falling off a roof to carbon monoxide poisoning from generators," Gen.
John Heltzal, Kentucky Office of Emergency Man·
agement director, said in a press release. "Kentuck·
ians need to use good judgment as we recover from
the devastating winter storm."
Electricity continues to falter throughout Murray,
on campus and off.
Monica Seibel, junior from St. Louis, lives in Murray Place and experienced the power outages both
during and after the storm.
"I was in a sorority meeting when the power went
out again last Sunday," she said. "I was kind of
stressed when I heard that, like, 'Here we go again.,..
Seibel said she has noticed other lasting effects of
the winter storm.
,
"It still bothers me that there are t ree limbs every~
where," she said. uThere is a big limb hanging on a,
power line right near my apartment and it could jus~
fall whenever."
·!
Despite the power outages, Seibel said she
impressed by the hard work of Murray Electric'~
employees.
I
"They did a really good job, especially consideriol
the magnitude of the problem they faced," she said. ~
As the recovery continues, University President
Randy Dunn said the University is prepared shoulci1
another ice storm come through Murray.
-~
"I think we'd be in very good shape to be ready lo~
it, you know, God forbid if it happens again. becausei
1 think everybody's psyches would be in for a re~
test and strained, but if it happened again we'd ~
ready," Dunn said. "In fact rd even submit we'd ~
better prepared because we learned a few things ~
time around."
~
Dunn said another activity going on within tru;
next week is a, required incident review. The Unli
versity and Calloway County will pull together:
groups of management-level personnel to go over;
how the storm was handled in the area, procedure~
that need altering and if any new policies nee4t
implementation.
~
Along with the incident review, Dunn said he ~
also evaluating costs.
~
"Our attention now is turning to getting our coati
put together as part of our request for payment froai'
FEMA," Dunn said.
'
FEMA is reimbursing 75 cents for every dollar for
eligible expenses.
For more information visit kyem.ky.gov.
Mia
Walters
can
be
reached
at
mia. walters@murraystate.edu.
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Students sit down to e-mail their leqlslators ln support of House
8111 226 1n the Currls Center on Thursday.
statewide, Dunn said he
would consider establishing a similar program within Murray State.
"I am not against being
able to sit down and look at
that as an aspect for what
we would do in the future,"
Dunn' said.
Elizabeth Myers, sophomore from Dover, Tenn.,
said she thinks all students
should call or e-mail their
legislators because education costs effect everyone.
"Every little bit helps,"
Myers said. "As far as
tuition goes, there's not

really anything we can do
but (getting this bill
passed) can make a difference.''
Elizabeth
Monroe,
sophomore from Morton,
ILl., said she thinks Kentucky legislators will
respond positively to students taking an initiative to
call and e-mail in support
of this bill.
Said Monroe: "1 really
don't see any downfall to
this bill."
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards
@murraystate.edu.
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This week- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Today

Saturday

-::& p.m. Bae'ball vs. North Dakota
State; R~ Pleld. free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International
"Abductioo: 'The Meguini Yokota
Story;" Cur,.-is Genter Theatre;
Ctee and Ol)en to the public;

Sunday

•2 p.m. Men's bQketball VI.
Louisiana State; RSEC, free
•1:30 p.DL Cinema International
"Abduction: The M4'8UD1i Yokota
Story;" Curds Center Theatre;
free and open to the publlc

Monday

•11 ...a. Journey Chutdl serrice;
Cunil Center Larse Ballroom
•NooD Bueball vs. North Dakota
State: R.npn Field. free
•6 p.m. Newm.n Houu tDa$$: St.
Leo Catholic Churc:h. 40.f }ol. 12th
St.
e(d() p.m. "~oom With a View('
Old Clark COllege; ends at 9 p.m.,
open to die pubHc

Saturday
•7p.m. Baseball

eft ,.._ Dbmer at the Wealey
foundation. $1
efi:30 p.m. "R.oom 'With a View;"
Old Clark College; ends at 9 p.m.,
o~ to the public:
•7:30 p.IIL Mln.latry Open To All
ltlble study; 1606 Poplar St.; open
to the public

vs. South Dako·

ta State; Rea·
gan Field, free

File photo

Tuesday

Wednesday

-5 p.m. CAB meeting; SGA Office
· Curtis Center first Ooor; open to pub. Uc
e6c30 p.m. ..Room with a View;" Old

•12:20 p.m. Homemade Luncheon;
BCM.$1
-5 p.m. SGA meeting; Curris Center
Barkley R.oom; opea to public

' Clark College; ends at 9 p.m., open to
the public
• -6:30 p.m. Faculty Recital featwing
· FlutiSI J~n.nifer Mazzoni and pianist
Matthew Muzool; Performing Arts

~ p.m. "Room with a View;" OICl
Clark College; ends at 9 p.m., O.P'-Q to
the publlc
•8 p.m. .Ministry Open To All Fellowsbip: 1606 Poplar St.

Thursday
•7'111 p.m. 1C11 Worsbip; Baptist Cam·
pus Mhllltry, free
-'ISO p.m. Reading Series featuring
Ciithen.e Pierc:e and Nicky Beer:
Clara W. Eape Art Gallefy. free
•7='0 p.a Cinema IDtemational "The
Cou.nterfeiters;• Curris Center Theatre; Cree ad open to the pUblic

Coming Up

Now Playing

ekcfl25: SGA:SPQnSCnd Pet 1berlpr. QJ'ris Certer Dance l..olDJe, free

Cinema International
"The Counterfeiters" (Austria):
Thursday - Feb. 28
"'Cune of the Golden Plower'"
(China): March 5 - 7
"Darwin's Nightmare" (USA):
April2- 4
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

Halt, free

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Police Beat- - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - iFeb.l2

f'8:11 p.m.

A caller from west
..parking lot of the General Ser·
:vices building said there was a
:person trying to enter a vehi·
:de's trunk. An officer spoke
with the person who said they
flost the remote to the vehicle.
; 8:44 p.m. A caller from White
College reported a burnt smell
in front of the building. Murray
: Fire Department, the state fire
: marshal and the Office of
: Environmental Safety and
Health were notified. The
• smell was caused by an off• campus bonfire. An officer
i took a report.
111:32 p.m. Murray State Police
: arrested Bradley Thurgood,
: nonstudent from Murray, near
: Payne Street and White Col: lege for third degree driving
I under the influence.

i

~ Feb.l3

..

•

1:41 a.m. Officers from Cal:"loway County requested back-

up from Murray State Police
for a fight at a fraternity bouse
near Highway 121. Murray
State Police arrested Jase
Wyatt, freshman from Paducah, Ky .• for alcohol intoxication.
5:02 p.m. An officer at Richmond College found two students trying to enter the building through a window. The
officer warned the students.
7:07 p.m. Calloway County
officers near 12th Street and
the Highway 121 bypass were
looking for a person who
jumped out of a car heading
down 12th street. A Murray
State police officer checked
the area, but found no one.

Feb.l4 ·"'
1:39 p.m. A Calloway County
Sheriff's deputy at Hart Col·
leg~ requested a Murray State
Police officer assist with serving a warrant. The sheriff did
not find the person at Hart
College and searched at Hester

College. The sheriff's deputy
arrested the person.
3:51p.m. Murray State Police at
College Courts issued a citation to Steven R. Stewart, nonstudent from Murray, for reck·
less driving.
6 p.m. Murray State Police officers at the EXPO Center
reported a fight outside the
northeast entrance. Two Kentucky State Police troopers
were on the scene and made an
arrest.

state fire marshal and the
Office of Environmental Safety
and Health were notified. The
smoke was caused by a bag of
burnt popcorn. An officer took
a report
11:26 p.m. A Racer Patrol offi·
cer at the biology building
reported a broken latch on a
north side door. An officer
took a report.

Feb. IS

12:59 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported ::t student who did not return to his
or her room. The person was
soon located by the caller.
8:31 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
at Carr Health reported damaged equipment. An officer
took a report for criminal mischief.
9'56p.m. A Murray State Police
officer at College Courts
reported a vehicle parked on
the sidewalk. A Murray State
officer issued a citation.

12:24 a.m. A Murray State
Police officer at the EXPO
Center requested assistance
for a possible fight in the parking lot. An officer on the scene
reported the incident was handled by the Kentucky State
Police.
8:48 p ..m. A caller from Lee
Clark College reported a
fourth-floor smoke detector
was activated. Murray Fire
Department, Central Plant, the

Feb.I6

Feb.12
p .m. A caller from behind the EXPO
a horse freed itself and
...._..,eoJJid~~ With a University vehicle. An
.._..offic,er took ll report.
•

""·~-~~-

Feb.l7

7:52 a.m. A Facilities Management worker at White College
parking lot requested several
cars be moved for the winter
storm clean-up. The owners of
the vehicles were contacted.
9:.15 a.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported a student
pulling fliers down. The student was referred to the Studt>nt Affairs office.
8:21p.m. A caller from Waterfield Library reported the University gate was making noises
and would not shut. Central
Plant was notified.

Feb. IS
11:36 a.m. A caller from the
Ruby Simson Child Develop-

ment Center reported a child
who fell and was injured. The
child's parents were notified to
pick-up the child. An officer
took a report.
ll:42 p.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
reported a saran wrapped vehicle. An officer reported no
damage to the vehicle.
Motorist assists - 2
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests· 3

Assistant News Editor Robin
Phelps compiles Pollee Beat
with materials provided by Pub·
lie Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

REMEMBER HOW HELPF-UL YOUR FIRST YEAR LEADER WAS?
COME BE A PART OF THIS EXCITING PROGRAM!

REQUIREMENTS:
• Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2009 semester
·Must currently have at least a 2. 5 GPA
• Must have excellent communication skills
• Must enroll in GUI 251 for credit or audit
Applications are available from your College Head or the Student Affairs Office.

Must be turned in to your College Head and must sign up for an interview time.
For more information contact:
Carmen Garland @ 809-5344 or

carmen. garland@ mu rraystate. ed u
Mike Young @ 809-6831 or
mike.young@murraystate.edu
Or your College Head:
Clark- Steve Horwood @ 7487 or stephen.horwood @murraystate.edu
Elizabeth- Crystal Coleman @ 5487 or crystal.coleman @murraystate.edu
Springer-Franklin- Paul Lucko @ 5668 or paul.lucko@murraystate.edu
~art - Ann Landini @ 2717 or ann .Iandini @murraystate.edu
Hester- Eric Umstead @ 5486 or eric.umstead@coe.murraystate.edu
Regents - Richard Scott @ 21 05 or richard.scott@murraystate.edu
Richmond- Leon Bodevine @ 6521 or leon.bodevine @murraystate.edu
White- Joy Navan @ 3275 or joy.navan@coe.murraystate.edu
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Abortion issues explored in forum
Asblee Cobb
Staff writer
Two Students, one fm and
one against the Freedom of
Choice Act, debated the issue
Tuf..'sday in an open forum
arranged by Murray State's
Students for Life.
The open forum was held in
the Curris Center Theatre with
Joy Navan, asc;i-;tant professor
of education, as moderator.
Shaena Godwin. sophomore
from Hopkinsville, Ky., and
Students for Life member,
helped organizt• and promote
the forum.
"This forum is really important because it gives students a
chance to le:trn about something that is going to have a
huge impact in their lives."
Godwin said. "J'hc purpose of
this forum is to educate students about both sides of this
controversial issue."

David Farrell, junior from
Hrandt•nhurg, Ky.. and Students for Life mernhcr, dcbatt'd
the anti-FOCA side while
A:lron Butler, senior from
Owensboro, Ky., addressed the
pro· FOCA argument.
"The issue ofh:tving an abor·
tion is not what is it going to
cost you monctaril~·. but it is an
issue :~bout the quality of life,"
Farrdl said. "In the bill, it
states that the llt~cnding physician will have th{~ decision on
the life status of a fetus. But
why arc the mother's rights
more import:lllt than the
unborn fetus'?"
Butler argued the parental
consent issue FOCA will alleviate, giving teenage girls the
option of obortion without
part•ntal consent.
"Having to have parental
consent, tells the girl who is a
futurL' parent that her parents
and the government can make

cy and the cost to the state.

"A woman's decision to commence, prevent. continue,
or terminate a pregnancy is one of the most intimate
decisions an individual ever faces. As such, reproductive health decisions are best made by the woman, in
consultation with her medical provider or loved ones,
without governmental interference."

"According to studies done
in Finland, women's mental
health declines, and they are
more likely to commit suicide
than if she carried the baby full
term," Farrell said. "The more
abortions performed in America, the more funding needed
for emotional health issues for
women."
FOCA has not obtained a
large amount of support, especially in conservative states.
Butler said each state has to
make up its mind on where it
stands, and until each has, the
bill will not make it through.
"This issue is dealing with
human rights," Butler said.
"Human rights should be dealt
exclusively with the federal
government, not each individual state anyway."
Farrell agreed with Butler
about abo rtion relating to
human rights issues.

-Article 2, Section 2
Freedom of Choice Act, House Bill S2020 IS
decisions regarding her own
body," Butler said. "It's the
issue of parents telling parents
what to do."
If FUCA passes, some people
are worried hospitals funded
by religious institutions will no
longer receive state funding if
the doctors refuse abortions,
he said.
· "This bill will not shut down
hospitals considering ho w

Congress works," Butler said.
"Religiously fund ed hospitals
would fa ll under a conscientious clause that would permit
doctors not to perform abortions. I would think that only
the publicly funded hospitals
would be required to perform
abortions."
Farre ll looked at he alth
effects associated with women
after abortions versus pregnan-

'"The FOCA is a step against
the civil rights movement in
which all lives were considered important and equality
was fought for each citizen."
Farrell said.
According to a brochure distributed at the forum, some of
the laws FOCA would nullify
are re quirements fo r o nly
licensed physicians to perform
abortions, parental consent
laws and safety regulations for
abortion clinics.
If passed, FOCA will protect
a woman's freedom to choose
to bear a child or terminate a
pregnancy as established in the
opening statements of the bill
introduced first in 1989 and
reopened in 2007.
Fo r the full text, go to
th o ma s. l oc. g ov/cgibin/query/ z?cl08:S.2020:
Ashlee Cobb can be reached
at asbl ee.cobb@murraystate.
edu.

The Tropi~s
Tanning Salon
Murray State students tan for a
dollar a day!

CRISPY
TACOS69¢

With the purchase of a month unlimited
for only $30!
No bed restrictions!
Open 7 days a week!
No contracts to sign!

ALL DAY. EVERY TUESDAY

TACO
JOHN'S.

~~====================~

Or buy minutes!
90 minutes $12.60
ISO minutes $2 1.60

(GALLERY

300 minutes $3 1.50
600 minutes $54.00

University Square • 301 North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

*Ask us how you can tan for FREE!

Custom Framing • Mirrors
Photo • Frames • Art
Specialty Gifts • Home Accents

The frMh Taste of Wcat-Mex

Mayfield
and Murray

10 percent discount with
Racercard

· Murray
270-753-8477

It's all of t he
happenings on campus
your own words.

)

27()..759- 1019

thegallery@murray-ky.net

$200 for New Leases·
•

Ill

We are offering $200 in Visa gift cards to any
new* Fall 2009 lease completed**
by March 13.

The Chase at Murray offers
two- and four-bedroom apartments.
Now at a lower rate!

Includes

TH E

CHASE
AT nt U RRAY

·.

• All-inclusive rent
includes Internet, cable
and electric with cap
• Private bathrooms
• Washer s and dryers
•Fully furnished wit h ·
new leather couches
and wood-looking
flooring ·
•New Fitness Center -i
• New Tanning Dome -i
4

Don't miss this great deal! :
Contact us today to reserve your room. ~
* Available only for new customers between 2/13/09 and 3/13/09

** All paperwork must be completed and approved, including
application, lease and parental or sponsor guaranty form.

THE CHASE at MURRAY
1700 Lowe's Drive
270-759-3003
myownapartment.com
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Opinion Editor: Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

More competition, lower costs
Student leaders ·encourage support for cheap plan to trim textbook prices
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
When Kara Mantooth asked Karol Hardison, the manager of the University Store
about the idea of a Back the Book campaign,
Hardison said she thought it sounded like a
wonderful idea.
Hardison agreed many of the ideas included
within the plan of Rep. Carl (D) Rollins
seemed logical and could directly support the
efficiency of how Murray State's academic
programs functioned. Rollins' only hesitation
was how the bill would be enforced. How
would the common sense ideas in Rollins' bill
grow teeth?
The bill would hold professors accountaolc
to publically posting the semester's textbooks

in a timely fashion.
Textbook companies would offer a variety
of product options, and not simply bundle
materials together to sell the most expensive
combination.c;.
As companies posted the changes of a textbook from edition to edition, students and
professors could determine whether newer
publications were worth the investment.
If adopted, these stipulations would help
make the textbook business a little more honest in Kentucky. Still, the manager raised a
vaJid question.
Rollins' textbook bill, House Bill 226, is a
good idea.
A great idea. House Bill 226 is such a great
idea that Murray State and other Kentucky

schools should see to it the legislation has
teeth big enough to tear through the thick
industry plastic that holds notorious textbook
bundles.
Maybe students could access textbook
information via a central information hub
from Frankfort, Ky.
What if when Murray State students scheduled classes, they could see whether or not a
class was full, and also whether or not the professor had published the course's booklist for
the semester?
If the professor had published the textbook
list for the class, students could consult different vendors to find the lowest textbook
price offered.
As students shopped for the lowest prices

on books, bookstores could consider more
competitive prices to keep customers, or suffer heavy losses in business.
And give it time - department chairs notice
when classes offered by certain professors
suffer particularly low enrollment numbers.
Professors who continue to lag behind in
publishing a textbook list for the upcoming
semester will find motivation when a frustrated boss confronts them about problems with
low enrollment numbers in the department.
The News encourages Murray State's cam·
pus to support House Bill226. Even if the bill
fails to pass, the campus should adopt it on a
University level and enforce actions to make
the textbook business an increasingly cooperative and honest business.

what do you think•••

cou.a;e IS 50 OEAP wtrH
A SOD..AR5ttPf I 05fD MY
EXIRA $700 FOR 1lt5 P53!

are you satisfied with the movies that come toMurray?

~~~l

14

Yes, they usually have the movies I want
to see."

Alexis Webb • Cumming, Ga.
sophomore

NOWAY!

-

-4 11EY'RE OEAP!
'No, because it's frustrating that my
friends at home get to see movies before
they're even out at Murray."

Molly Peak • Mahomet. Ill.
junior

''More foreign films of course!!"

Lucas Allen • Oologah, Okla.
senior

Lauren Bt>II/The New~

Your voice

Letters

Taxation of 'bad' things: cigarettes, whole milk

Joe Spinks
]oe Spinks is a
senior from
Louisville, Ky.

Kentucky's General Assembly
looks ready to double the special
tax placed on packs of cigarettes
from 30 cents to 60 cents.
"Who cares?!" or "Good" arc
the responses most often heard
from citizens when asked their
opinions about such an increase.
After all, although Kentucky
has more adult smokers per
capita than any other state, ·less
than one third arc actually
smokers themselves.
The
benefits from
an
increased tax seem to be obvious: Millions of dollars reduced
from the state deficit, increased
funding for education and
hcalthcare and decreased youth
smoking.
Most
importantly,
an
increased tax would probably
lower the number of smokers in
Kentucky, substantially reduc·
ing healthcarc costs and forming
a healthier Commonwealth.
So what is the downside and
why are lawmakers so stubborn
to raise tobacco taxes?
The most commonly cited
reasons arc economic and historic.
A major part of Kentucky's
economy has always been growing tobacco. It is the Commonwealth's No. 1 legal cash crop
and employs generations of
farmers. Few states match Kentucky in climatic suitability for
tobacco and an increased ta."
would hurt one of our most

important economic resources.
Kentucky also attracts smokers from more heavily taxed
states such as Illinois, Indiana
and Tennessee, bringing millions of dollars into the Commonwealth. Whatever the
increase, however, it would be
unlikely Kentucky would ever
have higher rates than most of
its neighbors.
Lawmakers often point to history to discourage raising cigarette taxes. Tobacco has been
cultivated here for centuries,
and burley fields and tobacco
barns are ubiquitous across our
countryside.
But are either of these considerations important enough to
tak'e priority over the undeniable evidence that cigarettes
cause cancer and hurt kids? But
that's not really the question, is
it? If the primary concern of
lawmakers was protecting the
health of citizens at all costs,
cigarettes wouldn't be legal. No,
special taxes on cigarettes are
unfair and regressive and are a
grab for increast.•d control over
our personal lives and money.
Cigarette taxes single out and
victimize a minority of the population. Cigarettes arc perfectly
legal for any adult to choose to
usc or not. Statistically, those
with lower incomes arc more
likely to smoke. A flat increase
in the price of cigarettes won't
do anything in the short-run but

take money from those with the
least disposable incomes and
put it at the mercy of state representatives.
• A regressive tax takes a
greater share from those with
the least money than those with
the most. A cigarette tax is a
regressive tax.
A special tax on cigarettes
opens the door for increased
government interference in our
personal lives. Just think if taxes
were adjusted based on how
"good" or "bad" a product was
for you. Things like fast·food,
meat, table sugar and butter
would have a prohibitive ta.'< to
keep people from killing themselves.
Think of the ridiculousness
such a system would place on
milk, for instance. Skim milk
would be considered "good,"
while 1 percent "not as good," 2
percent "kind of bad," and whole
milk "bad." Maybe 30 cents per
one percent milkfat per gallon
would be fair with another 30
cents for the addition of chocolate flavoring. Such a system
would parallel the one in place
now for 000 percent legal) cigarettes.
Cigarette taxes are regressive
and lead to unwarranted interference into our lives from the
government. Voters and lawmakers should reject them in the
spirit of fairness and an open
society.
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As a town matures, film tastes may foUow
Dear Editor,
I am a senior at Murray State University.
I have been a Murray resident since middle school and have
experienced many different issues in this community such as
the legalization on liquor by the 'drink.
It seems difficult in the Bible Belt to get issues like these handled promptly and efficiently. The current issue that seems to
be on the table is the local theater, Cheri. and its inability to
carry controversial and less "family" oriented movies.
I completely understand that, from the theater's stand point,
the cost and want for these movies might not be as high as
"Confessions of a Shopaholic," but they are not correct.
Murray has shifted from the retirement capitol of the country to a lively college town. Thus, the business and community
should adapt to this change by doing certain things. One such
option could be to carry such controversial movies.
Not only will this be benefical to certain community members, but it will also generate more revenue for the local theatre. 1 can not tell you how many times 1 have driven to Paducah to view a movie instead of going to the local theater.
Just some food for thought.
- Tiffani Stober. senior, Murray
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Face Off

Do theaters show bias through movies?
NO
YES
Theaters choose
films based on
the numbers
From the start of November to
the end of December, the most
common question heard at the
Cheri Theater was, "Arc you getting (insert movie that did not
come to Murray)?" You know, the
ones from the Golden Globes and
the Oscars. Well, I'm here to set
the record straight about why the
Cheri does not get certain movies.
The film companies have put
Murray in a population class of
"C.''
Paducah is considered a border·
line "B" and Nashville is an "A."
This is how they decide who gets
a movie and who does not. Obviously, an "A" town gets the
movies first and it steps down
from there.
Even though Nashville is an "A"
town, it does not get the movie
immediately. When a film company only releases 1-20 prints of a
movie, there are only enough for
New York and L.A. to get it.
There's no telling how many
theaters are in New York and L.A.
alone, so to think Murray will get
it is bard pressed.
Just because a movie is nominated for the Best Picture category at an award show doesn't mean
it does good business. for the
movie to have more prints put out
for other theaters to get, it has to
put up good numbers moneywise.
Every week we get a packet
about the progress of the top 25
films. For the week of Christmas,
only 25 more prints were added to
"Slumdog Millionaire" in its sev·
enth week, which • brought the
total to 614. No prints were added
for "Milk" in its fifth week for a
total of31L
"Frost/Nixon" in its fourth
week added 166 for a total of 205.
''The Reader" for its third week
added 108 foi a total of 116 prints.
Most of the times, Murray still
cannot get a copy.
Let's just say by luck, we were
offered one of those 25 copies of
"Slumdog Millionaire" for Christmas.
That means we would not have
been able to play either "Marley
or Me," "Bedtime Stories" or "The
Curious Case of Benjamin Button." Considering that on Christ·
mas Day both "Benjamin Button"
and "Marley and Me" sold out and
"Bedtime Stories" was close, it

Run am uk

Bryan Hopkins
is the IT/DC Admin. Manager of Cheri Theater in
Murray
would have been a no-brainer.
A theater can only play as many
movies as it has screens.
When a theater gets a movie, it
has to keep that movie for a time
period. Commonly three weeks,
but it can differ. It's not just as
easy as saying you want that
movie.
You have to pick and choose
based on how many open spots
you have and what the film company will let you have.
It is not true that fllm companies are the deciding factor in
whether or not you get a movie.
Back when "Million Dollar Baby"
came out, the Cheri was in line to
get a print when one became
available.
The film company said "yes,"
but a week later pulled it. The
company said once it they looked
at our total grossed from "Mystic
River" (another movie directed by
Clint Eastwood), it believed "Million Dollar Baby" would not do
well
Yes, this is ridiculous, but it
gives you insight into how a film
company looks at who gets which
movies.
Next time we don't get that one
movie that you've seen advertised
on TV or the movie that won Best
Picture at an award show, we didn't get it because we couldn't.
Film companies are worried about
their per theater average rather
than total gross.

Trevin Holder

Play what you
want, attract
through taste
Bias often has negative connotations associated with it, but that
isn't always the manner in which
we should view it.
As a human being, it is quite
difficult to maintain an un-biased
opinion on all matters whether
they are personal or public.
We all have perspectives and it
would be unreasonable to think
that we don't favor our own in
most cases.
As the Executive Director of
Maiden Alley Cinema in Paducah,
KY. I have gained a sufficient
amount of wisdom pertaining to
the movie industry.
Distribution. royalties, booking
agents, public opinion and the
audience appeal are a few factors
that go into film selection, but in
the end, it is our choice.
With the aid of the Board of
Directors, staff, patrons and
myself a consensus is reached as
to what would be the best course
for our theater.
I would actually dare to say that
we show intense bias due to the
fact that our theater is specifical·
ly conceived as an art house high·
lighting the best there is in independent and foreign ftlm.
Our mission is different than
that of a larger theater.
We have to be very careful of
our choices, not only because we
only have one screen, but mainly
because operating as a 50l(c)3 art
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Simply
Put
How to cheapen the pain,
beauty of America's past

Landee Bryant
is the Executive Director of
Maiden Alley Cinema in
Paducah, Ky.

organization, we will not survive
without our loyal patrons.
Certain titles will most certainly be passed over, but not because
we don't agree with the subject
matter, but because certain titles
do not fit into our mission.
I'm going to sound a bit elitist
now, but there truly are different
types of ftlms that cater to our
varying needs.
Film can do so many things for
us.
It can educate, enlighten, anger,
entice, captivate or just plain
entertain with no strings
attached.
Here at MAC, we like to have a
few strings attached. We like to
see people leave a screening and
gather in the lobby for a friendly
debate.
It is important to show a variety
of titles that serve a plethora of
needs.
In that same token, we are not
scared to show a title that may be
deemed a bit on the controversial
side and in that way I would say
we show a more liberal bias on
occasion.
And, there have been films on
our screen that appeal to a more
conservative crowd.
In the end, don't we just tend to
put people in a box and when we
try to cater to them, we arc usual·
ly way off base?
·
That is why our bias lies in our
need to show films that we think
arc important and should be seen.
It isn't always about the numbers
in Qur case.
We donate the theater on many
occasions to screen documen·
taries or films by local filmmak·
ers.
Our bottom line can't always be
reached, but if we can keep the
lights on, there will never be a
dark weekend at Maiden Alley
Cinema.
It is funny.
I hear so many of our cus·
tomers say that they don't even
bother seeing what is playing at
MAC on a given weekend.
Our patrons just show up and
have confidence in our choices,
which often times are a direct
reflection of the requests [
receive.
So, in the end, we show the
most bias to our patrons.

Clayton
Vertrees

I read an official
statement about Murray State's semesterlong celebration of
Black Histoy Month
and
immediately
expected great things.
Considering recent
events, 2009's Black
History Month celebration would stand
oul.

The President of the
United States, the Republican National
Committee Chairman and United States
Attorney General are all black men. As
heavy as the media have discussed these
accomplishments, these men still represent historic steps forward.
I sat down to my laptop, excited to
write a column about the glories of black
History Month. Then r hit a problem.
I started my first draft of this week's
column by discussing what Barack and
RNC Chairman Ken's positions mean for
America's future and how the country
might change its perception toward Black
citizens. Imagine the positive message
these two men will send to young minorities across the country.
I described the month's festivities,
drewing context from past Black History
Month celebrations.
I recalled forums hosted by black
scholars on public television stations and
specials featured on public radio stations
playing entire blocks of jazz. blues and
maybe even Motown hits.
In regards to decorations for this holiday. all I could really imagine were art
prints depicting old black men breathing
into saxophones. These posters always
seemed to hang in random places people
still managed to pass daily. Typically, a
series of dark blue shapes to represent a
suit, dark yellow !'hapes for a brass
instrument and brown for complection
composed the musician's physique.
Then something clicked.
It occurred to me something about
Black History Month bQthered me. I
never considered it before, but Black History Month shared a lot in common with
this poster.
Posters represent cheap images that
you can take up or down depending on
how you want a wall to look. If you want
to, you can get tired of a poster and completely forget about it. Art can change the
way people think, but a mass-produced
depiction of a black saxophonist hung on
a wall each year for the month of February would change little if anything about
life in general.
What pennanent marks will Black History Month really leave on society?
After February, elementary school
teachers move on from their units about
the Civil Rights Movement. Students
have to wait an entire year before they
watch Martin Luther King Jr.'s "1 have a
dream" speech on YouTube during third
period Social Studies. High school students stop singing the hook to an old OutKast song in their heads whenever they
hear Rosa Parks' name.
Entire classes of college freshman still
drink in Panama City for the tirst time
during Spring Break, but this time, they
might know what Huey P. Newton and
Bobby Seale accomplished, or what the
Watts Riots meant.
I see nothing wrong with celebrating
holidays such as St. Patrick's Day, the
Fourth of July or Easter. These celebrations remember meaningful events or
ideas through unusual things you should
probably shy away from otherwise. People tend to shift easily from green beer,
shooting fireworks off in sandboxes and
chocolate animals to the responsibilities
of everyday life.
But Americans celebrate Black History
Month through a distinct mindset which
deserves more than to rest stored away in
a box under the stairs after Feb. 28.
Commemorate America's struggle
toward equality through constructive dia·
Iogue and a progressive consciousness.
Work to change the way you perceive
race on a daily basis - not just during the
shortest month of the year.

Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystace.cdu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Pets ease student stress
Jessica Perez
Contributing writer
Some students got a
chance to relax from
mid·week stress thanks
to a four-legged guest.
Wednesday
from
noon to 1 p.m. in the
Curris Center Rocking
Chair Lounge. a Jack
Russell Terrier named
Clifford visited students.
Though he was the
only dog at this month's Pet Therapy, Student
Government
Association representatives hope h> have
more animals in the
future.
L~st December, students formed the idea
of Pet Therapy as a
way for students to
relax for an hour. The
Humane Society of
Calloway County was
contacted and they
agreed to the idea.
The program provides students with an
opportunity to escape
from the stresses of
class for an hour and
do nothing other than
play with the animals.
Jeanie Morgan, SGA
advisor, said the event
was actually suggested
to SGA by students.
"When they came
for the first time in
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Business organizations offer tax
help to Murray State, community
Megan Locke
Staff writer

federal income tax course. (Volunteers) are
also certified by the IRS to prepare or review
returns."
Those who have trouble telling the differTherefore, Carpenter said people should
ence between a W-2 and WD-40, the Depart- not worry about handing their taxes over to
' ment of Accounting and the Beta Alpha Psi accounting students.
professional accounting fraternity can help • These student volunteers function in three
cure tax woes.
· different roles. as preparers, reviewers or
The department and student organization copiers.
"Students arc very well-trained,'' he said.
are providing free income tax preparation for
Murray State students, employees, senior citi- "The returns arc reviewed fr om top to botzens and moderate income taxpayers through tom. If the volunteer has difficulty <with a
the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance pro- return), they can ask for help."
gram.
The time it takes to complete returns
The VlTA program offers help on several depends on how complicated each return is,
Fridays; sessions occur today, March 6. March as well as the number of people served, he
27 and AprillO. All sessions last from noon to said.
"(Student returns usually) don't take any
4 p.m. in room 353 of the Business Building.
ln order to help with the process, partici- time at all.'' Carpenter said. "It's first come,
pants should bring W-2s,l099s, any other nec- first serve."
essary tax forms, a Social Security card, photo
Jon Barclay, an accounting major from May•
field, Ky., and Beta Alpha Psi president, said
ID and last year's return if possible.
Floyd Carpenter. accounting professor and the program is very beneficial to the campus
faculty coordinator of the VITA program, said and community.
the No. 1 advantage of the program is the free
"VITA provides an outlet through which
those who may be financially unable to have
service.
Photo Courtcsr of pbasc' om/humanl'S<lCil'ty
The program also helps people who may their taxes completed professionally, may
Students play with puppies to relieve tension durin(} the Falll008 finals week.
not understand the tax system. but should not have them completed by student volunteers,"
December, the c:vent
"Thl!
dogs
arc cty of Calloway Counhave to pay a professional to complete their he said. "A large portion of the students we
see come in are Murray State's foreign stu~
was such a success• that trained fm this kind of ty will return March 25
returns. he said.
we decided to repeat thing ami it ~ervcs as from noon to I p.m. in
"Many people may have trouble completing dents. Many people do not know these stu- '
the
event
every sort of a stress reliever the first floor Tree
their taxes because the instructions are com- dents are required to file a federal tax return.
month," Morgan sai,J.
to students as well :ts Lounge in the Curris
plex and they can't do it themselves," he said. nnd many times they need some assistance in
this area."
jean Gmves. volun- the animals," Groves Center and aJso April
VITA volunteers can also c-file returns.
teer at Lhc Humane said.
Murray State's Beta Alpha Psi chapter has
29 from noon to 1 p.m.
Carpenter said the program. which started
Societr of Calloway
This event is open to in the Rocking Chair
in the late 1970s, served more than 500 people one of the top VJT A programs in the country,
County, came Wcdncs· anyone
interested, Lounge.
last year. The program is a very helpful learn- Carpenter said. They have received many
day to help. In addition including students and
jcssic.1 11erez can be
ing experience for students, he said.
national awards in honor of their service to
to campus, animals the Mumt)' communi· reached at jessica.
"We do training prior to starting the pro- the commun ity.
visit nursing homes as ty.
Megan Locke can bt• reached at
gram," Carpenter said. "Students who get cerperez@murraystare.
The Humane Soci- cdu
well.
' tified to prepare or review returns have my megan.lockc@murraystatc.edu.

Honors Program hosts statewide roundtable conference
Brittany Andrews
Contributing writer
Today and Saturday, Murray
State will host the statewide
Honors Roundtable. a conference held each semester for
honors students in Kentucky
public universities.
According
to
Warren
Edminster, Honors Program
director, students submit proposals for r~e~trch they do at
their home universities. The

pruptlsals arc evaluated. by the
Honors directors at the students' home instilutions. Students whose proposals are
accepted an.• invited to present
at the conference.
The conference allows students to ~~n: their research
and network with students
from throughout the state. Students from Kentucky State,
University of l.ouisville, 'Morehead State, Western Kentucky
and Eastern Kentucky will

attend the conference.
dents, including first lime pre"The main purpose simply is senter Meredith Stevenson,
to promote scholarly dialogue junior from Madisonville, Ky.
Stevenson said she is trying
among
honor
students."
Edminstt:r saiJ.
to predict future university
'fhl.' presentations include a enrollment using a statistical
variety of'topics, and cover any method called "fuzzy forecastsubject taught in universities. ing.'' a way to predict future
This semester's conference is events based on when they
held in the Curris Center. · occurred in tbe past.
where 66 students will present
"My long term goal is for us
29 proposals.
to find a way to get our perFive of the 29 proposals are centage of error less than one
presented by Murray State stu· percent, and if we can acC~!fi:

plish that goal we are going to
write a report and try to get
published," Stevenson said.
Stevenson said she is doing
this project to gain experience
to do her own research. She
will work on this project until
the end of the semester.
Stevenson meets with Ted
Porter, associate professor of
math and statistics, for three
hours a week to work on the
project. Porter said working
with students on projects is

part of what faculty members
do for student development.
"In Meredith's case the
research has been outside my
area so I've been doing a lot of
reading, which has been interesting- not like work," Porter
said. "My job is finding the
problem for Meredith and
helping her understand the
math behind the problem."

Brittany Andrews can be
reached at brittany.andrews@
murraystatc.cdu.

I'm a single ad space looking to connect with a focused, purpose driven
classified ad. I enjoy selling your stuff, hiring people to work for you and
hooking up singles.
Everyone knows that classifieds have more fun. Can't wait to hear from you!

Get your message out to readers of The Murray State
News. Publish up to 20 words for just $3.
Additional words are just 10¢ per word and if you want
to be BOLD, it's only an extra $1 per line of text.
Contact Erika Forberg

809·4478
thenews@ murraystate .edu
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'Girlhood' art come~ to Murray
Amanda Crider

Staff writer
The 2009 Kentucky Girlhood Project, an
exhibit promoting Kentucky musicians, performers and artists, will come to Murray State
this year.
Jill Frank and Laura Parker are artists who
co-founded the project in 2007 with the help
of the Kentucky Foundation for Women, and
inspired to showcase art about experiences
young women have growing up.
"We originally wrote the grant to fund a
show for our own artwork, but soon realized
there were probably a lot of other female
artists out there making work about their own
adolescence, so we changed the proposal to
accommodate our new idea - to showcase all
women who were making artwork that related
to their childhood in Kentucky." Frank said via
e-mail.
The KGP premiered its exhibition in
Louisville, Ky., in 2007. Frank said the event
was a great success, as female artists from
throughout Kentucky joined together under a
common theme with the works, which were
personally significant to them.
"This show is really exciting for us because
we get to meet and work with a lot of new
artists who are interested in similar ideas,"
Frank said. "Laura (Parker) made a fabulous
painting that we hung in our first show, where
she painted her middle school basketball team
posing for a school portrait, but she inserted
Jesus as a member of the team. It was an eloquent way of talking about her experience in

\WASHINGTON - President
Obama wants to do more than
save teachers' jobs or renovate
classrooms with his economic
recovery bill. He wants to transform the federal government's
role in education.
Public schools will get an
unprecedented amount of money
- double the education budget
under George W. Bush - from
the stimulus bill in the next two
years.
With those dollars, Obama and
Education Secretary Arne Duncan
want schools to do better.
From Duncan's perspective. the
sheer size of the stimulus bill
makes it a chance to put lasting
reforms in place.

.....
•

New ODK membership begins
Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership
honoc- society, is accepting applications for new
membership. Applications are available in the
S.tudent NTaits office, Student GQvernment
Association, Honors ~gram offices, the Multi·
cultural 'Center and residential college !front
desks.
Students who show academic excellence, athletics, eampus or community servicet are
involved in other forms of ieadership and rank
in the top 35 percent of their class are eligible.
Visit campus.munaystate.edu/or.g/odk for an
application and more information.
Applications are due to the Student. .Affairs
Offic~ by 4:30 plm. March 13.

Blood drive aids bum victims
Photo courtt>sy o[ kygirlhoodproject.blogspot.com
The Kentucky Gir1hood Project will exhibit art works similar to this painting, titled "Holy Front"
Catholic school."
This year, there were numerous submissions, but only about 30 female artists were
selected, including former Murray State coordinator for Service Learning, Civic Engage- ·
ment and Rhodes Scholars, Robin Taffler.
Taffler, who recently became the executive
director of the work college consortium at
Berea College, is submitting a sculpture to the
KGP. titled "I only have two."
"lt's part of my Women's Trophy series one of a number of pieces that sort of poke fun
of issues that women deal with," Taffler said.
"It's a trophy with arms all over it. Women
are always trying to do a rnilUon things at

once, but like the title says, they only have two
arms. l wanted to be a part of the exhibit
because that's the kind of work I've been
doing lately - issues that women deal with in
a fun, whimsical way.''
The KGP will open at Murray State in the
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center Feb. 27 from 6 to 9 p.m. and
will run until April 5.
Other female Kentucky artists displaying
their work arc Lisa Austin, Katie Davidson,
Essye KJemper, Sarah Lyon and Toni Michelle
Wilds.

Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda. cridcr@murraystatc.edu.

Obama's stimulus package to transform education
Associated Press

Across campus

"It's also an opportunity to
redefine the federal role in education. something we're thinking a
whole lot about," Duncan said
recently. "How can we move from
being (about) compliance with
bureaucracy to really the engine
of innovation and change?"
The bill includes a $5 billion
fund solely for these innovations,
an amount that might not seem
like much considering the bill's
$787 billion price tag. But it is
massive compared with the $16
million in discretionary money
Duncan's predecessors got each
year for their own priorities.
"It's unprecedented that a secretary would have this much
money and this much latitude,"
Charlie Barone. director of federal policy for the group Democrats

for Education Reform, said.
Congress laid out broad guide-.
Unes for the fund in the stimulus
bil1 that became law on Tuesday.
But it will be up to Duncan, and
the team of advisers he is assembling, to decide how to dole out
the money.
They have l,Uitil Oct. l, when the
next fiscal year begins, to start
distributing the dollars.
The fund would pay for
rewarding states and school districts making big progress.
For example, Tennessee recently overhauled its graduation
requirements and academic standards as it works to boost student
achievement.
As part of that effort, officials
want more rigorous state tests;
Tennessee was
criticized

because students pass state exams
with flying colors, yet they do
poorly on well-regarded national
tests. Better tests cost money.
Or in California, school officials
would like to expand the ConnectEd curricula, now in 16 high
schools, that links academics to
actual work in aerospace, biomedicine and other careers.
The program is aimed at getting
students ready for college and
keeping them from dropping out.
It doesn't come cheaply;
teacher training, equipment and
technical help all are costly.
Said Ted Mitchell, president of
California's state board of education: "We ought to be able to take
what's working in the very best
schools and make that common
practice across all schools."

A blood drive in honor of Calloway County
burn victlms will take place from 7 n.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday at Wal-Mart.

Cycling team hosts road raee
The Murray State Cycling Team will host its
first.;.ever road .race for the Mid-West Collegiate
Cycling Conference from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Feb.
28: in Kirksey, Ky.. near the intersection of Highway 299 and Beach Road.

Robu'y scholarships avallable
Appli<:ation forms for the Rotary International .Ambassadorial Scholarships are available for
!:he 2010 - 201l a~ademi" year. '!he scbollU'sbip
allows students to study abroad for a full academiC year and covets travel, tuition and most Uving expenses.
The scholarship is awarded to junlor and
senior students with tUgh academic standing.
Students who are fluent in the language of the
country they wlSh to tra-vel tQ are eligible.
Applications are available in the Honor's Pro·
gram Office in Wells Hall room 324. for more
information contact Warren Edminster at 8093167.

First-Year Leader deadline nears
The deadline for First-Year Leader applkants
is M;,uch lS.
•
Applications are available from residential
college h~ads, the: Munay State Web site and
the Student Affairs Office.

Clarification

In the Feb. 13 edition of. The .News, the article
titled ..Dunn proposes al.ternative for fUture
plan.'b" alternatives for Phase ni of the Science
Complex and Breathitt Veterinary Center are
discussed as options tot consideration if funding
for th~ $60 mUllan price tag is ttQt available for
the o~l plans.
The News wants to clarify these plans are
only a eroposal for a Plan • B if funding is not
available for the origi.nal projects. If funding ls
availablE! for the original proiects the construction wlll continue as pJanne~

Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!
(No Obligation - Nothing to Pay)

$150 Value
-----------

$150 Value

-----------

This entire examination Is free. If you want more care and treatment, we do all the paperwork.

You may have one ofthese 16 danger signals of pinched nerves!
•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthritis

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Heck Pain
•lndiQestlon

• Numb Hands
•Bursitis
•Pain Down Leqs
•MuscleSpasms

•Numb FlnQers
•Hlp Pain
• TIQht Muscles
•Aching Feet

FIND OUT HOW whether careful, professional chiropractic
care can relieve your aches and pains. This examination
norl'}'1atly cost $1 50 or more. It will Include a chiropractic
orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurolOQical test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation with the
doctor to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Ally per$0n re590nslble for payment has o rloh1 to refuse
to pay within 7l hO'Irsofrespondlno to this advertisement.

Attend our recruitment presentation and discover why
the Disney College Program is an opportunity you
just can't miss!

VISIT heskettchiro.net

HESKETI CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
1703 HWY. 121 North Bypass. Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1117
It's not about your back, It' s about your health.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Tuesday, February 24
and

.

Wednesday, February 25
@4:00PM
Mason Hall, Room 101

Life Is full of risks. And the time to
think about ahealth plan is before
you need it. Because at your age,
individual health coverage can be a
bargain. So. don't wait! Call Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield today!

Life has its risks.
Anthem has a plan.
Recruiting for the Walt Disney WorldiD Resort near Orlando, Fl
and the Dlsneylanci:ID Resort in Anaheim, CA
Apply online prior to attending the presentation or if you are unable to attend,
view an E-Presentation

Rates as low

as.~ 59*

Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency
270..753-4199 local, or

Toll-Free 1·800..455-4199
Fax: Vo-753·0070 steve@mcconn1lllillllllrante.net
905 Syt.."ltlltlre Street ·Murray, KY 42071
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Murray students experience new online s0cial network~
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
When it comes to using the
Internet, college students arc
no strangers to the latest communication sites. After Yahoo!
it was Google, then came MSN
Messenger and AIM, and fi nally came the mother of all Internet networking sites: MySpace,
and later, Facebook.
This trajectory of Internet
sites used for communicating
with friends, family, coworkers
and even teachers has evolved

through time and now the con·
cept has taken another giant
leap for Generation Y.
The latest in social networking is Twitter, a micro-blog·
ging service for unknowns and
celebrities alike to stay con·
nected and updated on what's
going on in each other's lives.
According to the Web site
"At Twitter, we ask one qucstion: 'What arc you doing?'"
The answers to this question
are for the most part rhetorical.
In other words, users do not
expect a response when they

send a message to Twitter.''
While Murray State students
probably already have a myri·
ad of online distractions and
reasons to procrastinate, one
more site may be the tool to
consolidating the confusion.
Cristin Laird, senior from
Memphis, Tenn., said she
recently joined the Twitter
network, though she was
apprehensive at first.
"I figured that since I was
already on Facebook. I didn't
want to be addicted to another
(Internet site)," Laird said. "My

friend told me about it. I told
her, 'I thought we decided
Twitter was silly because all it
is just status updates like on
Facebook.' it's cool cause you
can follow people and there's a
lot of celebrities on it."
Following celebrities such as
Britney Spears, Perez Hilton,
and Stephen Colbert, Laird
said she likes reading the
updates on her Twitter profile.
Laird said she also appreci·
ates the service, which allows
her to receive ·tweets throughout the day via text message.

This feature also comes with
quiet hours so users arc not
interrupted during class. sleep
or supper.
While Laird said she qui.ckly
became addicted to the site,
Morgan Berry, freshman from
Louisville, Ky.. said Twitter
could turn into a bad develop·
ment.
"It's trivial stuff you don't
really need to know about people," Berry said. "I just feel like
I don't need to know what
everyone's doing at every
point of the day. It's almost like

tu~

being a stalker. It could
into someone actually folio
ing you."
Regardless of their reasonJ
for using Twitter, Berry an
Laird both agreed the sit
could prove beneficial for com·
municating with friends.
''It's a culmination of th
good aspects of Facebook an
MySpacc," Laird said. "It's ~
neat, different way to stay ii!J
touch.''
:
Robin Phelps can be rcache~
ar robinj.phclps@murraystate'
cdu.

SelfGrowth.com's Most Important Social Networking Sites of 2009
·Facebook.com: 150 million members. Was initially intended for college students·- it branched out, and now allows everyone
membership.
·MySpace.com: 191million members. This site is massive, boasting the largest membership of any social networking site on
the Internet.
·Frlendster.com: 29 million members. Friendster was considered the top online social networking service until around April
2004, when it was overtaken by MySpace. Demographic studies indicate users are from 17 to 30 years old.
·Twitter.com: Afree social networking service that allows users to send "updates" (text-based posts up to 140 characters
long) via SMS. instant messaging, e-mail, the Twitter Web site, or an application such as Twitterrific. The site has become very
popular in only a few months ·• a lot of people are watching it.
·del.icio.us: The website del.icio.us (pronounced "delicious") is a social bookmarking web service for storing, sharing and dis·
covering Web bookmarks. The site was founded by Joshua Schachter in late 2003. and is now part of Yahoo!.
1
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Did you know?
40,000 Americans are injured
by toilets each year.
Could it be true?l?
Yes, and here's another fact ...
39 percent of Murray State
students choose not to drink
as one of their safety
strategies when at a party.
Mm-my State University

MSU

Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education

Want to be the boss?
Applications for Eclitor-in-Cl1ief and
editor/managei· positions for next year's
'llf1e ~Inr1·ay State Ne-urs staff are d lle
Marclt 4.
Interested in being a part of tJ1e news,
features, sport'-', photography,
advet·tising sales, advertising production,

For more informahon contact:
JUdy Lyte, RN·BC
Chair, Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education
Heahh ServiCeS
136 Wells Hall
PhOne: 27()..809-3809
E·mail· MYI.yle@MurmVState.edu
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Baseball kicks off
with series against>
South Dakota State-

·.

Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer
The Thoroughbreds open their 2009 season with the·
first of a three-game series against South Dakota State at 2.
p.m. at Reagan Field.
:
The teams also go head-to-head in noon games Saturday .
and Sunday.
_ :
"South Dakota State is coming in from a long way off,
and they will be ready to play," Head Coach Rob McDon•
ald said. "They're a good club, typically well-coached.
They'll be a good test right off the bat for us."
In the preseason polls, Murray State's baseball team is:
ranked No.7 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
:: ·
"We had a very productive fall," McDonald said. "This is
probably the most experienced club we've had and I think
it's fair to say the most talented club that we've had. We've
been working on hitting, and throwing and all the different
components of baseball. I'm ready for playing games."
Murray State accompanies reigning champion Jack-sonville State and Southeast Missouri State with th ree
standout student-athletes: Tyler Owen. Daniel Calhoun
and Wes Cunningham, named to the OVC Preseaspn
Team.
:·
Owen, a senior thlrd baseman, recorded .293 in hittipg
with seven doubles, 23 RBis and 24 runs scored.
.•
Junior left-handed pitcher Calhoun played six complete
games last season and finished with a 3.00 ERA, record of
5-3.
Cunningham, a junior designated ended last season with
a .380 hitting average, 30 RBis and had 32 runs scored.
"It's a nice honor for those guys," McDonald said. "I'm
glad to see that. They have established themselves as some
of the better players in our league, but we all feel like the
preseason honor is not nearly as important as if it becomes
a postseason honor. It's a nice thing for them. It shows
respect for them and what they've done and some respect
for our program also."
After finishing with a 21-30 record and missing the conference tournament by half a game last season, the team
returns with a balanced mixture of veteran players and
new athletes, working hard in the offseason on and off the
field.
"Everybody's been lifting really hard and our rnindset
going into the weight room has been better this year)!
Owen said. "Everyone goes in ready to tift. It seems like the
team's clicking well this year. We've got some new guys
picked up from junior colleges and the freshmen are stepping up. We've prepared and I think we're ready to play as
long as we go out there and do what we've been practicing."
The 'Breds return to Reagan Field for a 10-game homestead before hitting the road in the middle of March. They
kickoff conference play at home at 1 p.m. March 21 against
Jacksonville State.
"Their work ethic has been really good on the field,"
McDonald said. "They've put in some hard work in the
weight room and I feel like its gonna pay off for them.
There's been good leadership and I feel like we're ready to
play some games."

·.

:[op: Senior catcher
banlel Miller wanns
~p his ann at prac·
fice Wednesday.
l eft: Junior
~flelder Kyle
'fhlernan lays out
t,o save a ball at
practice.

~lght

Junior out·
fielder Tyler
Monkman prepares
to take the plate.

Elizabeth
johnson
can
be
elizabetha.jobnson@murraystate.edu.

reached

en compete in Bracket Buster
Saturday, the Murray State men's basketball team will make its second of three
appearances in front of a national viewing
nudience, when it hosts Louisiana Tech Uni:Versity live on ESPNU.
The game is featured as part of ESPN's
Bracket Buster series.
: The Racers (15-10, 10-5) enter the game as
winners of their last four contests, while
Louisiana Tech (10-16, 4-9) dropped six of its
bst eight. Tip-off is set for 2 p.m.
Murray State will try to remain focused
for this game, with a Monday showdown
against the University of Tennessee Martin
~ooming.

: "We are really going to work on
(Louisiana Tech) this week," Kennedy said.
1'But we definitely are more focused on Tenp.essee Martin on Monday night because we
P,on't have much time to recover after we
play our Bracket Buster on Saturday."
• Louisiana Tech is led in scoring by a trio
of juniors guards Kyle Gibson, Jamel Guyton
' Magnum Rolle.
11nd
Gib$on is the leading scorer for the Bull1
!=logs, averaging less than 15 points per game
for Louisiana's' head coach Kerry Rupp.
Munay State enters Saturday afternoon's
contest off a 79-60 victory against Southeast
Missouri State University Tuesday at the
~how-Me Center in Cape Girardeau, Mo.

•

The Racers were led in scoring by sopho·
more guard Isacc Miles' 24-point performance, his career high.
"Isacc Miles played really well and it was
good to see him take some shots that he hasn't made all year," Kennedy said. "Overall 1
think he shot the ball really well."
The Racers went into the locker room
with a six point Lead, and opened up the second half on a 13-S run.
After two three-point plays for senior
guard Tyler Holloway and junior forward
Tony Easley, the Racers extended their lead
to 56-42 with 13 minutes 38 seconds remaining in the game.
With 6:03 left in the contest, Miles hit his
career-best fifth three-pointer of the night to
give the Racers a 20-point advantage.
The Racers also received a solid performance from freshman forward Ivan Aska
who came off the Murray State bench to
provide 12 points, while Holloway and
Easley each scored 11.
Jeffery McClain had eight rebounds as the
Racers beat the Redhawks on the boards 3421, including a 13-6 edge on the offensive
glass.
The Redhawks (3-24, 0-16) were led in
scoring by guard Kenard Moore who poured
in 25. Southeast Missouri remains the only
winless team in the Ohio Valley Conference
this season.
The Racers will finish out the season w•th
four straight home games, but are playing

without sophomore guard Jewuan Long and
freshman guard Dante Poole, who will both
miss the rest of the 2009 season due to
injuries.
Long is recovering from a tom ACL in his
right knee and Poole suffered a broken collarbone against Tennessee Tech on Feb. 12.
Kennedy said the Racers will try to avoid
letting the injuries effect the remainder of
the season.
"It's already been a factor," Kennedy said.
"We don't have as much depth losing Jewuan Long and (Poole) .., they are both guards
and it means that the rest of the guys are
going to have to play a lot more minutes
than usual."
Murray State will now look to several
players to try to fill the void left by Long and
Poole, and Kennedy said the team has no
choice but to do that.
"They are ready to step up, they have to
be," Kennedy said. "There's really no one
else, so we are down to nine scholarship
players and seven who have gotten little
experience, and those seven have to play
minutes for us to be successful."
The Racers host UT Martin on Monday,
followed by Morehead State University and
on Thursday and Eastern Kentucky University Feb. 28. The Morehead state contest will
also be broadcasted on ESPNU with an 8
p.m. tip-off.

Ricky Martin can be reached at
richard.martln@murraystate.edu.

Junior center Georges Fotso tiohts for possession aoalnst a
Southeast Missouri State player.
....
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College
basketball

pick·e~

Bringing the game back

Alison 'If you like It put
a rlnv on It' Muvler
Sports Editor
Last week: 9-Z
Season record: 34-10

The experience.
What makes basketball so great and so
unique is the experience.
• lbe first time I ever stepped onto a basketball court it was electrifying. I stepped
into the dark gym as· the lights flickered to
Hfe and felt at home; The gym's silence
broken by the bouncing of a single ball, the
sound of the net as the ball dropped
@
through.
· The experience is about you and the
baSketball. Nothing exists but you, the ball
and the basket.
Every time you step on the court, you
feel the sweat, blood and effort put forth.
The court is made of your effort and the
blood, sweat and tears you shed. When
y'ou shoot endless shots in an empty gym,
tfiere is nothing to
worry about, there is
no drama, no concerns. just the constant motion of set,
@
shoot and retrieve.
· This has been lost
somewhere along the
way. The little kid
inside of us that just
wanted to hear the
MacAllister
announcer say our
Assistant
n'ame or to hit the
Sports Editor
I
winning shot has
been lost.
It's been replaced with the pressures of
averaging enough points to get a scholarship, or to get noticed by scouts to get to
the next level.
Larry Bird used to stand outside his
@
hbuse and just shoot. His home life sucked
and the pressures to get a job and help out
the family were immense in a small town.
'Yet Bird would get away by making
thousands of shots on a rickety old hoop.
Hearing the net snap provided relief that
only basketball could give him.
· Now the pressures have crept onto the
tlbor. The game that brought so much joy
bas now brought more harm than pleasure. Eighth graders being recruited by
colleges is ridiculous. This corporate
machine that has become my beloved
SP.ort has to · stop. A sport invented by
James Naismith in Massachusetts as a
game to play during the winter has
evolved into a money monster, firing
ESPN.com ranlcings
coaches for not winning enough games
regardless of their graduation rate or how
much they teach their young men or
women about life.
Talking with young men and women
about why they didn't pursue basketball in
high school and hearing responses such as,
Will Pinkston
"f know I couldn't get a scholarship." This
Staff writer
i{a far cry from what I envisioned as a kid
!>1lOoting the same shot over and over
January's ice storm might put a chill on most
teams, but the Murray State women's track and
again.
fteld team went to the DePauw Invitational and
As you stand there at the free throw line
set fire to the competition with eight first places,
s}looting countless charity shots nothing
two broken records and the overall win.
can touch you. The recession isn't on your
mind, trouble elsewhere fades to black
Today, as the women's track and field team
travels to the Student Recreation Center at
leaving you there. This is how it should be.
Southeast Missouri in Cape Girardeau, Mo., for
Don't tell me the experience has
the Redhawks Invitational, Head Coach Dereck
improved, it has slowly deteriorated. Fans
Chavis is relishing the opportunity to stack up
who love the game are dying.
against some of the tougher competition his team
Rather than try and mirror the players
who make eight and nine figures on their
will face in the season.
"There's defmitely going to be some good compaycheck, model it after the one who play
their heart out. They leave their entire
petition this weekend," Chavis said. "When you
look at the depth chart on the (Ohio Valley Conhearts on the floor. He may not have 50
ference) list for this season, it's defmitely going
points but he got three loose balls. He had
to be a strong conference this year, but I think we
six box outs that enabled his team to get
have good talent on our team, just as other teams
the rebound. These are the heroes. They
a·re the enablers. At the end of the day they
have good talent on their teams."
OVC opponent and hosting school Southeast
say they left it on the floor. They did
everything in their power to help their
Missouri has its fair share of talent on its team.
The Racers hope to compete well against the
team win the game.
Tell your kids to model their game after
team in anticipation for the OVC Indoor Chamthat guy or girl. In the NBA you aren't likepionships Feb. 27 and 28 at Eastern Illinois University.
ly to find many of these people but look at
the NCAA and find those people on your
The SEMO Redbawks are returning from a
successful weekend at Indiana University, where
· college teams. You may not notice they
they participated in the Hoosier Hills Invite. The
are in the game right away. The announcwomen's track and fteld team had multiple top-10
ers won't talk about their game but they
will be there. They bring an energy and finishes, including four top-ftve finishes.
The Redhawks highest finish was their 4x400
the passion that can't be matched.
These arc the people with that child like
meter relay team who ftnished second behind
host school Indiana University, just narrowly
passion for the game. The same sort of
missing out on setting a season-best for the team.
passion you feel the ftrst time you get a
ball. You want to play and keep playing
Redhawks senior Juli Koenegstein ran the mile
until your legs give out. Remember the
for her first time this indoor season, fmishing in
third, posting a time of 5 minutes and 5.02 secftrst time the lights came on and you heard
that ball hit the floor; that's what has to
onds, with sophomore Kasey Owens fmishing
close behind in eighth, at a career-best 5:15.84.
come back.
Sophomore Brianna Egbuka placed fourth in shot
put with a career best throw of 45-4.25 feet and
junior Ashley Brewer fmished eighth with a toss
Tim MacAllister can be reached at of 42-3.25 feet.
With Murray State having to back out of its last
timothy.macallister@murraystatc.edu.

nm 'Turd Ferouson'
MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor
Lastweek:H
Season record: 31-13

Ricky 'Miteen Cleaves'
Martin

Sports *"ter
Last week: 8-3
Season record: 3Z·12

Kyle 'I really do still work
here' RoQers
Sports writer
Last week: 8·3
Season record: 28·16

GreQ 'the flute man'
Waddell

Sports writer
Last Week: 9-2
Season record: 29-15
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#3 North Carolina
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#7 Lousiville@ Cincinnati
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I #22 Butler @Davidson
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St. Mary's
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Tennessee @Kentucky

Track and field kicks off season, sets records

can

Lutheran

Church

comer of Uth and Main
Aaoss from Sparks Hall

meet due to the ice storm, some wondered if the
Racers could come back and perform at the
DePauw Invitational on Valentine's Day.
"Many of the athletes didn't get a chance to get
any consistent practice in during that week,"
Chavis said. "If they were in the area, they didn't
have any facilities for them and those that
weren't from the area were having to travel to get
away from the storm."
· The Murray State women's track and field
team came back with a stellar performance, having eight first places, breaking two school
records, tying another, besting a meet record and
coming away with a solid fust place victory.
"For us to be able to come back after missing a
meet and also a week of practice, then be able to
perform at this kind of level is something,"
Chavis said. "I think that's a testament to the
drive and · the want to perform well, and also I
think that we're pretty focused ... on having a
good showing at the OVC Championship this
year.''
At the DePauw Invitational senior thrower
Shameka Dial broke a Murray State record for
the weight throw toss, by throwing 60-8.75 feet,
previously held by Dominique Robinson in 2008.
Dial also broke another school record in shot put,
with a throw of 45-7.25 feet, previously held by
Dawn Woodside in 1990. Dial placed first in both
events.
"I'm so excited for (Dial),'' said throwers'
coach Tiffany Evans. "She works really hard and
if she keeps her head in the game, she has every
opportunity to improve on how she did at
DePauw."
Sophomore sprinter Audris Williams fmished
first in the 200-meter dash with a time of 25.94,
and third in the 55-meter dash with a time of7.33.
Sophomore distance runner Katelyn Jones finished first in the mile run, posting a time of
5:00.15. and freshman mid-distance runner Karissa Magnuson finished in sixth with a 5:2011.
Sophomore sprinter Amber Mills finished first
in the 400-meter dash, junior mid-distance runner Taylor Crawford finished first in the BOOmeter run. Jones placed fust in the 3,000-meter
run and the distance medley relay team also fin-

Rick Burres/7/w ,News

Junior jumper Josha Rogers trains for the sprirKJ season.
ished in ftrst.
,
After this weekend at the Redhawks Invitational, the Racers have a week before participating in the OVC Indoor Championships and three
weeks before the NCAA Indoor ChampionshiP.S
at Texas A&M. Ch:t\'is reflects his enthusiasm
and his confidence in his team to perform to their
highest.
,
"At this stage in the game, it's just a matter of
all our athletes feeling confident about their individual events," Chavis said. "We need to be confident, intentional and focused on being at our
peak potential in these next couple of weeks."

WW Pinkston can be reached
william.pinkston@murraystate.edu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. -noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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Each week, The News
picks some of the top
plays in Racer athletics.
To submit a play for
consideration in Hot
Shots, contact Alison
Muoler at alison.mugler@l
murraystate.edu.

The Great

Outdoors
Fishing world.gears up for Classic
February has no shortages of entertaining sporting events. The Superbowl, the
Daytona 500 and the Bassmaster Classic .
keep NFL, NASCAR and professional bas~
fishing spectators entertained through the ,
dreary month. There are no shortages of,
storylines that will grab your attention' at
the Bassmaster Cl~s:
sic this weekend. The
event, dubbed the
"Supcrbowl of bass
fishing," is being held
in Shreveport, La., on
the Red River.
Here is some
pre-tournament buzz,
Steve
to pay attention to as.
Mlller
the
tournament.
Outdoor columnist begins to unfold. Kim,
Bain-Moore will be
the first woman
qualify and compete in tbe Bassmaster .
Classic. The 28-year-old Australian native
qualified for the 2009 Classic by winni.o~ .
the Women's Bass Tour Angler of the.
Year award.
•.
This is the biggest illustration of how.
gender barriers arc being broken in the
male-dominated sport of bass fishing. i.
am sure plenty of contenders have tbe
notion that being beaten by a woman is
worse than finishing last, but if BainMoore is hoisting the trophy come Sunday. the whole field can be assured they
were outflshed not by a woman. but by a
fellow angler and competitor.
Can legend Rick Clunn continue to
etch his name in the record books by,
securing a fifth classic trophy and become
the only angler to win "the big one" at
least once in all four of the last decades?
This is the last year for Clunn to con-.
tinue his streak of winning a Classic in
every decade. He won in the '70s, '80s,
and '90s, but has not won the title since .
1990.
;
Will the weather play havoc on the field
of anglers or will they adjust to the changing conditions and manage to bring heavy
· ·
sacks to the scales?
On Wednesday, the last day of the offi-·
cial practice period. the weather
balmy and temperatures reached nearly
80 degrees. It was a great recipe to fffid
fish, but will those patterns hold up wh(mthe forecast for this weekend is 30 degree~
at launch time and 60 degrees for mid-day
highs? Especially on a river fishery, where'
conditions are more fragile and likely ~o
change anytime?
•
It's likely that unless an angler has a
honey hole full of quality fish. the winner
will be determined by a battle of wits and
a test of adapting to changes come tour·
nament time.
Can Michael Iaconelli duplicate t~e
results of his Classic win in 2004 and find
a spot out of the way that holes the wui-.
ning fish? His comment to ESPN before
launching his boat on Wednesday suggests he can.
•
''I'm using today as a brand-new day,~ ·
Iaconelli said.
,•
'He's able to take that approach in part
because he found what he suspects is ·~
magic area' during practice Sunday.
',
"Even if we don't get a keeper today,,
I'm happy," he said.
.
Will Greg Hackney take advantage of
the "local factor" and use his experienc~
on similar rivers to put himself ahead of
the pack? He is a local in the sense he li~es
in Louisiana, but bas a track record on
similar fiSheries to the Red River_
The Red River suits his strength of
power fishing techniques, and if he can
peg an area with a good flipping bite, look
for him to blow the rest of the competition away.
These are just a few of the many ques"tions and scoops that deserve your attei-.
tion. We will not know the winner until ,
Sunday afternoon when all the weighlS.
are totaled and the trophy is awarded.
One thing is for sure: I will be watching ..
the coverage on ESPN 2 and online very;
closely.
. ,
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~lacing first in the mile with 5 minutes 15 seconds and

fhe 3,000-meter run with a time of 10:08.05 Saturday
at the DePauw Invitational. sophomore distance runner
Katelyn Jones was named Ohio Valley Conference
female Track Athlete of the Week. Jones is No. 1on the
OVC Best list for the mile and No. 2 in the J.ooo-meter
•run.
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Senior thrower Shameka Dial is at the top of the Ohio
Valley Conference Best Ust In weight throw after her
record breaking performance with her distance of 60
.feet 08.75inches. Her 45 feet 07,25 Inches put her at
No. 2 on the best list for shot put. Dial received the first
OVC Female Field Athlete of the Week for the season for
these achievements at the DePauw Invitational.

Elaine Kagh t/The NPM

Senior forward Ashley Hayesreceived her fifth consecutiveOVC Player of the Week honor this week for scoring over
30 points In the Racers last four games. With 17 boards against Tennessee Tech Saturday, Hayes set a career·hlgh.
She was also placed alongside her fellowsenior guard Amber Guffey on the Naismith Trophy Watch list This award
will be presented to the nation's top women's college basketball player of the 2008-ocJ season.

)ennis takes opening matches
~·

tGreg Waddell
[$taff writer
After two hard-fought victories Feb. 15, both
lhe Murray State men's and women's tennis
~ams will get a much deserved ~hance to recove r from a busy weekend before resuming play.
The men, 5-2 winners over V.'estern Kentucky
University. will get six days off before traveling
to Southern Indiana on Saturday for a match at 11
ll.lU.

The women. who edged host Butler University
4-3. will get two weeks off before playing their
next match Feb. 27 against Kennesaw State Uniwrsity at 3 p.m..
The women, led by senior Anne Pennington.
wrapped up their weekend trip to Indiana strong
by knocking out Ball State, 7-o. and Butler, 4-3, to
improve their record to 3· L
Against Butler, Pennington and junior Angela
McGahee continued their string of dominance in
the first doubles game. notching an 8-4 victory to
remain unbeaten before J.ynsey Bochenick and
Cassidy Cunitz added an 8-4 victory in the No. 3
game to secure the doubles point.
Pennington, playing out uf the No. l singles
spot. picked up a victory against Natali Jaimes.
winning 6-3, 6-0 in consecutive sets.
Pennington said she got into a groove during
her singles match.

"Well, the two biggest matches really enabled
me to use my baseline game," Pennington said.
"Going into that match 1 was really pretty
grooved mentally and physically with my ground
strokes. I feel I was pretty prepared for that
match."
Head Coach Connie Keasling said the doubles
teams played well but the focus is still on the singles.
"We had a great weekend, we played very good
singles. but we have a whole lot more that needs
to be done," Keasling said.
Keasling said playing indoors gave the Racers
an edge.
"We won 72 percent of our singles matches.
and I felt like playing indoors. even though we
had not been able to practice indoors, helps us
because we are so aggressive," Keasling said. " ...
being aggressive sometimes the ball is always
right there in the same place, so we could really
play the type of singles game almost the way we
like to play doubles."
Keasling said the team played well together
against Ball State.
"Against Ball State, that was our best team performance all the way around," Keasling said. "We
went into this weekend and I felt like we were
more goal-orientated. We were very goalfocused so the Ball State match was a total team
effon. 1-:verybody did their role. whether it was

helping coach, or whether they played doubles.
or whether they played singles."
The men, 0-4 going into the weekend, earned
their first victory of the year with a convincing .5·
2 victory over cross state rival Western Kentucky.
Head Coach Mel Purcell said it was good to
pick up a win, and he said he hopes the tough
competition earlier in the season helped Murray
State's performance against the Hilltoppers.
The Racers got off to a quick start against
WKU, as doubles partners Luka Melicivic and
Renaldo Domoncy struck first during the second
doubles game, pulling out an 8-2 victory.
Mason Johnson and Jadil' Semensin followed
that up with an 8·4 win in the third game to
clinch the point.
Purcell said his team's doubles play is a
strength this season and said be hopes to work on
singles as the season progresses.
After Western Kentucky took the top two singles, Domoncy won again, picking up two sets 6·
2. 6-4, to even up the match.
From then on the Racers prevailed, as Jose
Bernardo won the No. 4 spot (4-6. 6-4, 6·4) followed by Scmensin for the No. 6 (6-4,6-3) and
Mason Johnson in the pro-set at No. S (6·2, S-7,
10-7).
Greg Waddell can be reached at
gregory.waddcll@murraystate.edu.
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Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.millcr@murraystate.cdu.

Eyecare Specialties ·
308 S. 12th St., Mu"ay
270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts
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Miller announces Broad way debut
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The Roundabout
Theatre Company
said Sienna Miller
will open Oct. 22 in
its production of
"After Miss Julie,"
playwright Patrick
Marber's take on a
19th century August
Strindberg classic
about class, sex and
power.
Mark Brokaw will
direct the threecharacter play. Previews start Sept. 18 at the Roundabout's
American Airlines Theatre for a limited
engagement through Dec. 6. Other casting will come later.
In "After Miss Julie,'' Marber has updated Strindberg's "Miss Julie" to 1945 on the
eve of the Labour Party's election victory
in F.ngland. The 27-year-old Miller will
portray the title character, a wealthy
young woman involved with a family
manservant.

Students get pennanent works of art

Judd calls for end to mining

I

•'

QUiotte Kyle

Ashley Judd is calling for an end to the
mining practice known as mountaintop
removal.
The Kentucky native was among 500
people gathered outside the Kentucky
Capitol on Tuesday for a rally in support
of legislation essentially ending the practice of blasting away mountaintops to
unearth coal.
The 40-year-old actress said she visited
mountaintop removal sites last September and was unprepared for the destruction she saw. She described barren moonscapes and nothingness where Appalachian peaks once rose skyward.
Kathy Stein, a Democratic state senator
from Lexington, Ky., is sponsoring legislation that would bar coal companies
from filling valleys with the soil and rock
from the mountaintops.

tops
. Timberlake
Justin Timber-

~s most

Alalltant ;Features Editor

find the riiht shop.
"Find o~ who have had tattoos
done and Ilk Where the)' got them,•
Burge said. '11 they recommend anywhere. c:hect lt out. The more art you
can see before JOU let the Deedle touch
your PiD. tile -.. ~ J'OU are to

hate your daolce Jatao.•
Trevor ttapn, aopboincD_ .
Carbondale, Dl.. llld lt Ia impotllilllt>tO
check out the loc:Jtlon before ~
inked.
"'I( yoU're 80~ to set a tattoo,
sure tbM the pirlor ~ Jeiit and ,
clean
lUke sure you're not goiDg
to thau8e, ~ mJDd ill • month.'"

a

RoprJ.-. . . . . . . JOt

clead tree tattooed

on his left: _. a ,ar ..,.llid he does
not repet .bie decilloa. He c:bOICI the
~his
poetry.

stylish list

lake wins style
props in the March
issue of GQ magazine.
The
magazine
picked the entertainer to lead a list
of the "10 Most
Stylish Men in
America." It singled out TimberJustin
lake for his impact
on fashion, willing- Timberlake
ness to take risks
and knack for setting trends such as hats, three-piece suits,
skinny ties and beards.
Timberlake, who launched his clothing
line William Rast in 2006, told GQ he
considers model Kate Moss a style icon
because she "could put a barrel on and it
,
would be some sort of statement."
' : •
The 28-year-old said he hates when an
: ... entire outfit revolves around a hat, and he
! would never wear an argyle sweater vest
off the golf course. He said he prefers to
keep it simple clothes-wise.
Other ~stylish Men" include Kanye
West, T .I., Jason Schwartzman, hotelier
Andre Balazs and photographer Alexi
Lubomirski.

t
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Hayek weds on Valentine's Day
An official at a Paris city hall says
Salma Hayek married her French flame
on Valentine's Day.
The official said the Mexican-born
actress wed magnate Francois-Henri Pinault in a civil ceremony Saturday. The
official was speaking on condition of
anonymity in accordance with policy.
The nuptials "followed a rocky
romance. The two met in Italy in 2006,
announced their engagement and had a
baby, Valentina Paloma, in September
2007. They broke off their engagement in
2008 but later reconciled.
The 42-year-old actress was nominated
for an Oscar in 2003 for the film ''Frida."
The 46-year-old Pinault is chief executive
of the French luxury group PPR.

•••
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Female poets bring surprising, creative elements to upcoming reading series
Bee: Feldhau s
Staff writer
Next week, two women will share their love of
literature with Murray State.
"Read something every day even if it'.s only for
15 minutes,.. Nicky Beer, visiting poet, said. "Read
everythint; you can get your hands on until you
figure out what you like."
As contemporary American poets. Bl.'er and
Catherine Pierce will participate in the Reading
Series, put on hy the Creative Writing Depart·
mem.
Brian Barker, assistant professor of English,
said the series started at Murray 20 years ago.
Each year, the department brings in at least four
poets to share their work with students and the
surrounding community. Barker said authors
who have c:omc before include Pulitzer Prize
winners.
The first installation of the reading series takes
place at 7:30p.m., Thursday in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. The gallery is located on the .sixth floor
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Barker said
the reading is free and open to slUdcnts and the
public.
..We strive to bring a rich literary experience
to the (Murray State) community and to

people in the larger Western Kentucky as well,''
Barker said. "Readings can help folks
engage with literature, or give them a chance to
meet
writers
they
alrt•ady
know and love."
Barker said the readers this year, Beer and
Pierce, plan to read work that might surprise students, especially thusc who are nor familiar with
poetry.
Beer said writing is something that comes naturally to her. Beer started writing when she was
nine. After watching an episode of"Fat Alhert" in
which a character impresses his friends with his
poetry when, at first, they ridiculed him for it,
Beer decided she wanted to give writing a try.
"1 discovered I really liked it," Beer said. "It
was a tremendous amount of fun for me."
Beer said she enjoys writing about the anatomy of both humans and animah;. She said when
she was younger she wanh.•d to pursue a career
in marine biology. Although her career path
changed, her interest in animals did not. She said
she sees many similarities between animals and
art.
"I look at an animal and how it's put together
and I sec how the advent of all the amazing ceo·
turies or millennia come together to make it look
the way it looks, so it can survive," Beer said.

Pierce has served a::. an assistant professor of
English and creative writing at Mi:;sissippi State
University for two years. 11ierce said she will
read from her book "'Famous Last Words" during
the reading program.
She said there are three sections to her book.
The first section includes non-traditional Love
poems, the second section is what Pierce called
the "road trip" section and linishes with a section
that embodies the book's title. Pierce described
her writing as short, lyrical poems.
''I'm interested in how poetry as a form allows
for leaps of logic and time, so I try to play with
that in my poems," Pierce said. "I also incorporate bits of humor here and there."
Pien:e aspires to take advantage of the wide
range of options poetry has to offer. She wants to
engage in risk taking, as well.
As for suggestions for budding poets, Pierce
said reading is the first step to writing.
::
"It's very difficult to become n writer if yeu're
not reading what other writt~rs are doing.'' PH:rce
said. "Reading other writers is a great way tQ,see
what styles or subjects appeal to you, or cfon't.
It's also a way to enter into that larger community of writers."
::
Bee Feldhaus
can
be
reached : • at
rebeccafeldhaus@murray!itate.edu.
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Women's Center showcases signs, symptoms of eating disorders
\

Jess NaD
Staff writer
Susan Lawhead said she hopes when students walk through the Women's Center's
"Room With a View," they realize they could
walk through the room of their sister, roommate. family member or friend. And if not, the
juni.or from Glen Carbon, Ill., said she hopes
the project raises awareness on the warning
~igns attributed with eating disorders.
~ Jane Etheridge. director of the Women's
Center, said "Room With a View" gives view~~ · ~he opportunity to walk into the life of a
~9man with an eating disorder.
.. ,'!Pe exhibit is from 6:30 to 9 p.m. Sunday
t:h,!ough Wednesday in Old Clark College.
,r .Fi,ve unoccupied bedrooms are decorated to
describe a female student's first year as a Mur~tate student with an eating disorder.
"There are journals, pictures, decorations,
miqors. everything that would be a part of this
girl',s life," Etheridge said. "The fmt room is in
S~ptember and the following months are similar, !;>ut you can see the transitions she is taking.The exhibit ends in with the month of May,
right before the student leaves school for the
summer. Without giving any secrets away,
Etheridge said the fourth is the darkest, with
light at the end of the tunnel in May.
~ :_rhe final room features display boards with
information and other resources on eating disorders.
~ ~There will be some information on preventioa, others on the media's effect, advice on
!ww to eat healthy, body image issues and so
01\." Etheridge said.
• . Monday night, clinical psychology graduate
stl}dents are available to evaluate attendees'
attitu~es toward eating and their body.

ray

Photo courtesy of The Murray Woml:'n's CL'nter

Afemale student poses to enact women and VOU09 otrts sufferi09 from eatino disorders. The exhibit "Room
With a View" Is from 6:30 to 9 p.m. Sunday thr009h Wednesday In Old Clark Colleoe.
"The grad students will be able to determine
if they have a healthy body image or view of
themselves," Etheridge said. ''It is called the
Eating Attitudes Test 26. It takes about 10 min-

...
'

utes and the grad students will give people
their results and advice if they think they need
it."
Both Susan Lawhead and Etheridge agree the

purpose of "Roum With a View~ is to raise
awareness about t:ating disorders as more than
just dieting.
"We want to dcvdop a greater sensitivity
and understanding of the vast complexity of
eating disorders," Etheridge said. "The woman
portrayed is striving to be thin, but then· arc a
lot of other things going on in her life that are
challenging and stressful.''
Etheridge said the idea of walking through
someone else's life makes it hard co distance
oneself from the issue.
"It's just so different to cxpL"''iencc something rather than just reading about it or even
seeing it in a play or on television," Etheridge
said. "You walk through the rooms and it is
painful, you really get to experience it."
In order to go through the experience Lawhead and those planning the event researched
eating disorders and the people they affect.
"1 have read several memoirs and books
since I was in high school and in the last few
months about eating disorders," Lawhead said.
"I have also had multiple person:tl experiences
through friends and family and I used tht·rn as
a resource.
"I am so passionate about this project
because I feel like eating disorders aren't b>ivcn
the proper acknowledgement. I have seen how
people are trcah.'d and the many misconceptions that are associated with the disease."
Etheridge said the Women's Center wants
people to remain healthy and realize thin is not
equated with health. She said she also hopes
"Room With a View" will also prevent others
from having eating disorders.
"Room With a Vit!W" is part l'f the national
Eatin~ Disorders Awareness Week, beginning
next week.
Nall
,·an
be
reached
at
Jess
jessica.nall@murraystate.edu.
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Students find answers to random, factual-based questions through free phone service
•

I

Bee Feldhaus
Sta(f writer
Who won the Super Bowl in 1978?
When was the first episode of
Friends?
-. While these questions are probably
iioi the highest priority for some studcf\tS, they drive others crazy. For
quc$tions requiring an obscure referenc~. A online service caiJed ChaCha
Ir)ight have the answers.
~-. Acco rding to the Web site,
ChaCha.com opened for business during the Sundance Film Festival in Jan~r:y 2008. The service offers answers
to any question sent yia text message
or over the phone.
>~imply ask your question like you

...

unusual policy on employees. Because
it is not the traditional work environment, there is a non-traditional system.
"One risk, because of loose forms of
employment and loose ideas of customer satisfaction, you're not guaranteed factual information," Holland
said. "Usually guides do their best to
get you as accurate infor mation as
possible.''
Brian Cox, sophomore from
Louisville, Ky., said he uses and
enjoys ChaCha. The first time he used
ChaCha was to ask how many exits
were on the Western Kentucky Parkway. Cox heard about the service
through a friend, and he has used
ChaCha since its inception.

"1 fmd it to be quite fun," Cox said,
"I have also used it for looking up
what a quahog is - from a 'Famil}'
Guy' obsession."
Cox said the service is useful to
anyone, especially those in pursuit of
the more random things in life.
Cox also said people could usc
ChaCha for negative purposes, such
as cheating.
"I'm sure an iPod Touch connected
to ChaCha could cause disasters." Cox
said.
Rose Krzton-Presson, freshman
from Owensboro, Ky., said she used
the service, but did not enjoy it.
"1 think it's not as cool as it pretends to be," Krzton-Presson said, "It
claims to be free, but it's not and it

~~~~
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are talking to a smart friend and
ChaCha's advanced
technology
instantly routes (your question) to the
most knowledgeable person on that
topic in our Guide community," the
Web site read.
Jordan Holland, junior at Vanderbilt University, is an employee at
ChaCha.com. Holland said the site is
full of information, but has also
evolved into a form of entertainment.
He said the questions he receives as a
ChaCha employee are across the
spectrum.
"It could be a question ranging anywhere from, 'Where is so-and-so bar
in Nashville, Tenn.?' to 'Should I have
sex with George?"' Holland said.
Holland explained ChaCha has an
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sends you ads in text messages."
Kelsey Nelson, junior from Bn•ntwood. Tenn .. said she sees both negative and positive a.-;pccts to ChnCha.
Nelson said she's us~·d the service
since winter break 2008 when her
father recommended it.
Ncbon said sometimes the service
takes too long and she loses interest
before the answer anives.
"It's convenient to have someone
else to look it up for you when you're
not around a source," Nelson said.
While the unknown source might
worry some, Cox said he has doublechecked the answers to questions he
posed, and they were correct.
Bee Feldhaus can be reached at
rebecca.feldhaus@murraystate.cdu .
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CkiKese aestAwrAKt
ALLDAY, ALL-YOU-CAN-EATBU~

Blvoeat fL Beat Buffet In Townl
daily tor lunch & dinner including:

More than 150 items

-P~red

+toney

Shnrnp
-Buttered
Shrimp

+lot Pan

-Mussels
<;ocktail Shnmp

<:rab Rangoon

638 H. 12nt ST.Ikrwwt Goaov'JAHD OfJtca Duor • 270-753-3788
MoM.- TIUIS. IO'.JO'u.. -10'.JO,_..,
r.... S.r. IO'.JOA.M.- 11 ,,.., • S.... I O'.JOA.M.- 10,_..,

The Murray State News
~: is bringing back Superfecta
this March and introducing the
~ Year in Review; two great
special publications
·celebrating the best of Murray
and the 2008-2009
academic year.

~

SUPERFECTA

To find out how you can oe a
part of these great advertising
opportunities, call our
advertising office at 809-4478.
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Movie Review

Sty~d
...
'Repo! The Genetic Opera' combines music, gore Stilettos .
'

• ' .. f

Staff writer Cody Arant writes the
movie reviews.

into the mold of traditional musicals. However, unifying music generally guides the audience along so
the lack of it in "Repo!" leaves the
T he first time 1
film feeling a little d isconnected.
noticed women who
The movie presents exposition
d id not shave their
incredibly well. The universe of the
legs was during a
movie has a detailed history. When
European vacation.
something requires explanation, the
I was at a German
backstory is provided in short
public pool offering ati
sequences of animation. They look
indoor pool and three
like classic comic strips. Some of
types of steam rooms ~
the more confusing plot elements
an infrared sauna,
arc p resented in this easily
Whitney
eucalyptus sauna and
digestible format.
a sauna exclusive to
Harrod
Those who don't enjoy gory films
men.
should take note: "Repo!" contains
I men tion these saunas because · I
strong gore. One of the main charnoticed the hairiest of the pool users· acters is an organ Repo Man and
females - entering and exiting. The fresh
the director is Darren Bousman,
sweat on their skin highlighted the long
·who directed "Saw" three and four.
and non-groomed portions of their
Sequences where the Repo Man is
exposed bodies. Dangerously-exposed
taking back organs are graphic and
areas included legs, stomachs and armpits.
gory.
I was 13 and in shock.
Slightly confusing plot and some- I
Here in Kentucky, women arc generally
times needlessly graphic violence
and automatically labeled feminists or
aside, "Repo!" is a good movie. It's
extreme liberals if they choose to embark
funny and the character Grave- ~ on a similar no-shave regimen.
· •
Robber's keen understanding of
Even though I don't fall into the catego:
economics and market forces is
ry, I have friends addicted to shaving.' It's
highly educational. The writing is
not unheard of to shave arm hair and even
fairly solid and the songs are
"down-there" hair on a d aily basis. I don't
catchy. The movie is d estined to
understand bow the American culture
become a cult classic.
came to put so much emphasis on the idea
"Repol The Genetic Opera" has a
that silky smooth, hairless skin is a pre=
runtime of 98 minutes. It is rated R
scribed element of beauty.
for strong bloody violence and
The Am<.•rican trend of female shaving
gore. language. and some drug and
came about in the 1920s when women
sexual content.
began to show more and more skin in the
Cody Arant can be reached at
1 media. T his was the time when skirt$ were
c:ody.arant@murraystate.edu.
getting shorter and sleeveless shirts :md
dresses were popular. If we were more
like the majority of Europeans, each
American could save hundreds of dollars a
' year by not purchasing razors, shave gel
and other shaving accessories.
The no-shave regimen is, yes, most
acceptable in the winter months, when
clothing is worn at optimal amounts and
bare skin is at minimal public displa~. I
admit to no-shave weeks. My laziness
Zero tickets: Save your cash
(currently) thrives in the winter. I have
One ticket: Only if you're bored
two exceptions whkb causes me to shave
Two tickets: Rent it on Netflix
in the winter: going to the gym and having
Three tickets: Head to the box the opportunity to snuggle with my longoffice
distance boyfriend. Unfortunately, the''
Four tickets: A future classic
latter doesn't happen all that often.
·· ·
1
If 1look'3t not shaving in an interaction-.
al manner, I can trace it all the way back to
cavemen and cavewomen. Survival was
contingent to hair-covered skin. Even auring the icc storm, a girl told me she was
thankful she had not shaved the nigh.t
before the storm hit. Otherwise, she:
would not have been as warm.
·:
When it comes to men shaving or not in
the winter months, men aren't attacked by;
following or not following a no-shave rule~
Of course, in my opinion, men should onlr,l
shave their legs if they're qualifying fo~:
the Olympic men's swim team. But f~qat
hair is optional. It's not rccomme~a..
however, if his face is going to co~;iv
close contact with another face.
:

Hairy, seasonal leg~<

An epidemic of organ failures
sweeps the earth. Millions die.
When the world is at its darkest, a
hero emerges. He has found a way
to provide dean organs to the people of the world. He even works out
payment plans with people who
can't afford organs. The hero's company develops a new drug that
helps people cope with post-surgical pain. Free from the pain of
surgery, the world is caught in a
tempest of elective surgical procedures.
However, people soon start
falling behind on their payments.
The hero lobbies Congress to pass a
bill. Organ repossessions arc legalized. Every day people who arc living beyond their means arc found
and a stoic surgeon forcibly
removes their new organs.
This is the world of "Repo! The
Genetic Opera.''
Never heard of it? That's not surprising. "Repo!" was originally a
stage production called "The
Necromerchant's Debt." After the
stage version became a surprise hit,
the creators - Darren Smith and
Terrance Zdunich - decided to
expand the core story. They developed a 10-minute film to pitch the
idea to movie studios. Lionsgate
Films picked up the project and
filming began in September 2007.
The film saw an incredibly limited release in the United States and
Canada with very little promotion
by lionsgate. The movie became
somewhat of a phenomenon on the
Web when Smith and Zdunicb
launched an aggressive viral campaign, including fake MySpace
accounts for all of the main characters. The film was released on DVD
and Blu-ray on Jan. 20.
The film centers on Rotti Largo
(PauJ Sorvino), the president of
GeneCo - the company that provides the organs and the painkillers
- as he tries to destroy his former
romantic rival before his imminent
death. As he does so. he finds a

Photo counesy oi amazon.com

In 'Repol The Genetic Opera,' organs provided to those in need are reposessed when
recipients fall to complete their payments In time.
ror Picture Show," and fell into a
fever dream. This movie would be
what his mind produced.
Smith and Zdunich composed 64
songs for the film. With such variety, there is little repetition. As a
result, the film manages to almost
completely avoid usual musical
trappings, such ns leitmotifs -short musical theme:; used to identify characters, places or emotions.
Some view this as a bonus,
because the fllm isn't forcing itself

worthy heir to the GeneCo empire
in his rival's daughter, Shiloh
(Alexa Vega, "Spy Kids"). As in any
good opera, the plot gets fairly convoluted from there, with crosses,
double-crosses, lifelong vendettas
:md the like.
The movie is a musical, but it
isn't easily classified beyond that. It
isn't exactly a rock opera, but it isn't
exactly "Cats" either. The best l can
explain it, it's sort of like if Rob
Zombie smoked "The Rocky Hor111

myTunes
What's playing
on your iPod?
Every other week Murray State students will share what
tunes they keep at the top of their playlist.

For Jason Fort, senior from
Paducah, Ky., worship music
dominates on his iPod.
"Most of my top 10 are
Christian worship artists not
found on Christian radio," Fort
said.
Fort said his favorite song is
"Shine On Us" by Cory Asbury.
"(It's) a song about the
Christian church being pure in
the sight of Jesus and lately thi;;
song has spoken a lot to me in
my own life." he said.
Although his favorite songs
nrc mostly Christian, there are
a few not found in that genre,
Said Fort; "Coldplay's style
never gets old and the members of Mute Math are just
straight awesome musicians."

I

~

'i
J

lauren Lanham!The New:;.

Wh itney Harrod can be reached; at•
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.

Jason Fort, senior fromPaducah, Ky., llstens to Coldplay on his lPod.

MURRAY

CLASSIFIEDS
SUMMER JOB AT KY
4-H CAMPS: Positions
are available as Camp
Manager, EMT, lifeguards; and instructors for swimming,
canoeing,
nature,
rifle,
recreation,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postings at
Career
Services.
Deadline for application is March 6. For
more information, visit
our Web site at kentucky4h.org/camp and
apply online at UK
jobs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and Interviews March
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Ads may be submitted in
W ilson Hall room 111,
mailed to Classifieds, do

The Murray State News,

2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071,
ore-mailed to
thenews@murraystate.edu
For more information
call 809-4478.
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justin Townes Earl brings Murray State closer to tlle music
"WbitDey Harrod
• Features Editor

..

: Come next week, Justin Townes Earl's
: audience will feature mainly students
: and he will tell them to stay in school.
: Earl, bluegrass/folk artist, will perform
: Feb. 27 at Lovett Live.
• Earl, from Nashville, Tenn., grew up
e:Keosed to music as the son of
singer/~ongwriter Steve Earle.
He
dropped out of school at the end of
eighth grade.
"No parent encourages their child to
clrop out (of school), especially to go into
something (they) did," Earle said. "But it
wasn't for me."
: ... Earle said he worked as a painter for
: years before breaking into the music
: scene.
"Now 1 make a living playing music
and I don't have to do anything else.'' he
said.
• Earl's style is a combination of old• time band jazz, old country and hill
music. He said what sets him apart from
similar musicians is his tendency to perform fewer cover songs and instead play

his original written songs.
He also works with older formats of
music. He said hls songs tend to be based
off a person or someone he knows.
"My songs are haphazard and chaotic,"
Earl said. "I write song lyrics down on
cocktail napkins. scrap pieces of paper."
Earl said he and his band have performed in even smaller towns than Murray, such as Whitesburg. Ky.
"We have a lot of fun playing with
good ol' American working people," he
said." We've got to make sure people are
having a good time."
Earle will release his third album,
"Midnight at the Movies.'' March 3.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.

Photo courtesy oi bloodshotrccords.com

Justin Townes Earl fuses folk and bluecJrass sounds to make his music. He will perform at 7:30 p.m.. Feb. 27 in Lovett
Auditorium as part of the Lovett Uve onstage series.
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uses 'commercial look' to land auditions, roles for country music videos

Whitney Harrod
Features Editor
Some students enjoy hobbies such as playing
the guitar or writing poetry, but for Sarah Clark
her hobby of choice is more unusual: she lands
roles in music videos.
Last month viewers had the chance to watch
Clark. junior from Murray, play a principal role
in country musician Keith Urban's recent
music video, "Sweet Thing." ln the video,
filmed in Spring Hill. Tenn.• Clark plays a high
school sweetheart picked up by her boyfriend
in an old-fashion car. She worked from noon to
6 p.m. for two days to complete her role.
Clark has previously played roles in nine
music videos for musicians including Hootie
and the Blowftsh, Garth Brooks and Jimmy
Wayne ..Clark said she enjoys interacting with
other actors and the actual music artists on set.
Clark initially started her music video career
her junior year of high school. She said Elite
Management out of New York discovered her
during a competition called "Elite Model Look"
at the Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah. Ky. The
event traveled to small towns with the winner
of each competing at a national event in Miami.
"I just happened to be in the mall that day
and I saw the modeling agency set up, so I gave
it a try," she said.
Clark finished the modeling competition as a
runner-up. Even though she did not win the top
prize, the agency was interested in her. But,

Photo courtesy of Sarah Clark

Sarah Clark. junior from Murray, has played roles in nine music videos for musicians such as Garth Brooks. Clark
said she enjoys Interacting with other actors and the actual music artists on set
because she was 5'8, she was not tall enough to
model.
"(Elite Management) kept telling me 1 had a
commercial look," Clark said. "They told me to
find an agent in Nashville (Tenn.) so I could
work in television or with commercials."
An Elite scouting director then recommend-

ed she sign on with a talent agency in
Nashville. So far she has only had to pay for
photography and headshot fees.
The agency sent out headshotS of Clark to
casting directors in the Nashville area. Clark
said each casting director has different
specifics for the type of talent he or she is look-

Best place to live off campus

ing for at a given time.
"In a music video, they may be looking for a
5'8 girl with blonde hair and then they would
call me in." Clark said. "But sometimes I wouldn't be what they were looking for."
Clark said auditions involve acting out a role
specific to the song or dancing in front of a
camera. Her most embarrassing audition
involved dancing freestyle in front of casting
directors since, she said. dancing is not her
favorite thing to do,
A percentage of her paychecks from the casting is allotted to her agency. She said ultimately the castings do not pay enough to make the
hobby into an actual career. She said many
famous actors and singers started their careers
by working as music video actors.
Clark said her favorite video to act in was
Phil Vassar's "Love is a Beautiful Thing.'' where
she played a bride. Other acting jobs included
working on Hootie and the Blowfish's video
"One Love." The video was entirely shot in
front of a green screen.
Last month, Clark auditioned for singer Taylor Swift's video. Because Clark was seen in
several new music videos shot in Nashville. she
said .s he was turned down for the role.
With the process, Clark said she never
knows when she will receive the next call for '
an audition. She attended an open audition
Thursday for a Dierks Bentley video.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.

Best college head

Best place to have a first kiss

Best place to find a bargain

Best place to work on campus

Best place to hang out between classes

Best place to take a date

Best place to find a parking spot

Best public bathroom

Best place to watch the game

Best local band/music group

Best place to hook up

Best bartenders

Best tradition

·Best outdoor activity/venue

Best jukebox

Best bookstore

Best pizza

Best place for live music

Best bridal registry

Best Mexican

Best taxi service

Best sushi

Best burger

Best open miCikaraoke venue

Best beer selection

Best gift boutique

Best place to celebrate your 21st

Best place to curl up with a book

Best cup of coffee

Best place to study

Best late night munchies

Best game of the year

Best Chinese

Best rivalry

Best delivery
Best on-campus event
Best place for a girls night out
Best place for a guys night out
Best place for a movie
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All votes are writiHn. One comp1e1e ballot per student. Duplications witl be disqualified. Please writ8 clear1y and leg~ Return to The News ofllce, 111 Wlson Hall, by noon March 6.
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